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ABSTRACT 

INJURY INDUCED NEUROPLASTICITY AND CELL SPECIFIC TARGETING OF THE LUMBAR  

ENLARGEMENT FOR GENE THERAPY 

Brandon L. Brown  

July 26, 2023 

 This dissertation is an examination of spinal cord injury induced neuroplasticity 

and tests whether noninvasive gene therapy can successfully target neurons in the 

lumbar spinal cord. It begins with an overview of neural control of locomotion and a 

brief summary of therapeutics that are used and/or in development for treating spinal 

anatomically characterize s subset of neurons in the spinal cord, long ascending 

propriospinal neurons, that are involved in interlimb coordination. Characterization of 

these neurons allows for subsequent evaluation of their potential involvement in injury 

induced neuroplasticity.  

 This dissertation is divided into five chapters, covering spinal cord injury and 

therapeutics. Chapter One gives background on locomotor control, propriospinal 

neurons, spinal cord injury, and therapeutics. Chapter Two develops and characterizes 

viral tracing methods for spinal cord anatomy. Chapter Three then uses these methods 

to characterize long ascending propriospinal neurons and evaluate their involvement in 

injury induced plasticity.  
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Chapter Four then focuses on the development of noninvasive delivery of gene 

transfer to the lumbar enlargement. This involves optimizing focused ultrasound and 

intravenous microbubble delivery to focally and transiently permeabilize the blood 

spinal cord barrier of the lumbar spinal cord. This optimization then allows for successful 

gene transfer in neurons in the lumbar spinal cord following intravenous delivery of viral 

vector. Lasty, Chapter Five discusses the implications for all of these findings and how 

these findings have contributed to our understanding spinal cord anatomy and injury, 

and how the proof-of-concept in Chapter 4 provides a promising new avenue for spinal 

cord injury therapeutics.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODCUTION 

“The brain is a world consisting of a number of unexplored continents and great 

stretches of unknown territory.” These words from Ramon y Cajal in 1906 still hold true 

in 2023, which is not surprising given the 100 billion neurons in the human brain 1,2 and 

250 million neurons in the spinal cord 3, each of which forms thousands of synapses4,5. 

Despite this seemingly infinite complexity, technological advances such as near infrared 

spectroscopy, diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging and resting-state 

functional magnetic resonance imaging have improved our understanding of macroscale 

connectivity and have led to the development of The Human Connectome Project 6. 

Similarly, advances in biology and virology have allowed for the development of the 

Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas 7, which provides the most comprehensive macro- 

and meso-scale connectomics map of the rodent brain to date.  

The primary focus of connectomics has been to elucidate pathways and 

connectivity throughout the brain. However, there has yet to be concerted effort to map 

the spinal cord with this level of fidelity. The lack of knowledge regarding spinal cord 

pathways and connectivity hinders the development of treatments for spinal cord 

diseases. pathologic spinal cord both anatomically and functionally to develop current 

and future therapies for spinal cord pathologies. To move forward as a field, there must 

be a greater understanding of the non 
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Descending motor systems for locomotion 

The most conserved movement among species is locomotion, or the ability to 

move or propel oneself from one area to another. Locomotion may be expressed as a 

goal-directed, an exploratory, or an escape behavior. Expression of locomotion requires 

motor circuits throughout the neuroaxis to learn, select, initiate, execute, and modify 

motor output for the successful activation and coordination of muscles to navigate a 

given environment. In vertebrates, the spinal cord contains all the required circuitry for 

the execution of locomotion 8. Briefly, the cervical and lumbar enlargements contain 

local circuitry for rhythmic output to each of the limbs (expanded upon in Section 2) and 

are interconnected by local and long interneurons for coordination of the forelimbs 

(arms) and hindlimbs (legs). Dorsoventrally, the spinal cord gray matter is 

topographically organized into lamina based on cellular architecture, neurochemical 

properties, and connectivity 9-11. The most dorsal are lamina I-IV that are generally 

responsible for processing, modulating, and relaying sensory inputs 12-14. The 

intermediate gray matter consists of lamina VI-VIII and X, which integrate and process 

multimodal inputs to modulate and produce motor output 15-17. Ventrally, lamina IX 

primarily contains motoneurons which are the final output from the spinal cord to 

skeletal muscle 10,18. 

While spinal circuity will be the focus of this dissertation, an overview of higher 

motor centers projecting to the spinal cord that play a role in locomotion will aid in 

interpretation of acquired data and in the overall understanding of locomotor circuitry.  

Corticospinal tracts (primary sensory and motor cortices) 
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Beginning in the brain, the primary motor cortex (M1) descends via the 

corticospinal tract to innervate all levels of the spinal cord; however, in multiple species 

the cervical spinal cord is targeted more than the thoracic or lumbar spinal cords . M1 

projections to the spinal cord are primarily found in spinal lamina III and IV and sparsely 

in I, II, and V 19,20. Additionally, in Old World monkeys, great apes, and humans, M1 has 

direction projections to motoneurons in lamina IX suggesting greater cortical control of 

motor output for precise muscle activation and movement 21-24. In these higher 

primates, these direct projections are mostly seen in the cervical enlargement for 

control of the upper limb and digits, and many of the projections to the lumbar spinal 

cord project to inhibitory circuits 25,26. Interestingly, lesioning M1 or the corticospinal 

tract results in only transient deficits in overground stepping 27,28, suggesting that this 

pathway plays little role in overground locomotion. However, stimulation of M1 

modulates electromyography characteristics during ongoing locomotion, insinuating 

that M1 may grossly increase the excitability of the locomotor network without altering 

the timing and coordination of muscle activation 29. Additionally, M1 is required if/when 

locomotion need be modified for navigating unstable or unfamiliar environments 30,31. 

The primary somatosensory cortex (S1) also contains descending corticospinal 

projections but unlike M1, only projects to the cervical and thoracic spinal cords 20,32. S1 

densely projects to lamina IV in multiple species, to lamina I, II and III in nonhuman 

primates 20, and to lamina V in mice 32. S1 has been shown to play a direct role in 

locomotor speed, as S1 stimulation leads to increased speed while inhibition decreases 

speed, ultimately leading to cessation of locomotion 32. 
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Brainstem nuclei and spinal tracts 

Numerous brainstem structures are involved in the direct control of spinal locomotor 

circuits. These nuclei are situated throughout the midbrain, pons, and medulla and have 

differential impacts on the speed, initiation, and termination of locomotion. The largest 

of these structures is the reticular formation which extends from the midbrain through 

the medulla and can grossly be broken into median, medial, and lateral columns. The 

medial and median columns in the pons and medulla give rise to the reticulospinal tract 

which projects to all levels of the spinal cord 33. The medial pontine and medullary 

reticular formation contain numerous nuclei, two of which are known to be involved in 

locomotion: the gigantocellular nucleus (GCN) and the lateral paragigantocellular 

nucleus (LPGi). In multiple species, GCN innervates lamina VII – X in the cervical and 

thoracic spinal cords, and targets lamina V – VI in the lumbar spinal cord 34,35. GCN is 

generally thought of as a relay for descending commands from the mesencephalic 

locomotor region (MLR) in the midbrain 36, but neuronal subpopulations in GCN have 

distinct functions related to locomotion. Glutamatergic neurons in GCN are involved in 

“resetting” locomotor pattern during ongoing locomotion 37, and a Chx10 expressing 

subset of glutamatergic neurons cause cessation of ongoing locomotion, suggesting that 

descending glutamatergic drive from GCN is primarily involved in pausing or stopping 

ongoing locomotion likely via activation of inhibitory interneurons in the spinal cord 38. 

The LPGi also projects to all levels of the spinal cord, targeting lamina VI-X 39,40. 

Activation of glutamatergic LPGi neurons induces high-speed locomotion and can tune 

input from MLR to increase locomotor speed 26. 
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The median column of the reticular formation contains the raphe nuclei (raphe 

pallidus, raphe obscuris, raphe magnus, and raphe dorsalis) which provide 

serotoninergic (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) innervation to all levels of the spinal cord. 

Raphe projections target lamina VII – X in the cervical and thoracic spinal cords and 

target all lamina in the lumbar spinal cord 41,42. Classical studies show that exogenous 5-

HT drives fictive locomotion in multiple species and increases locomotor burst amplitude 

43-45. However, increasing endogenous 5-HT in vivo inhibits and destabilizes locomotor 

output 46-48, and ablating 5-HT neurons does not impact open field locomotion in mice 

49. These findings indicate an unclear role for 5-HT in the generation of locomotion and 

suggest that 5-HT may decrease overall locomotor output rather than drive it.  

In the midbrain, the red nucleus is located rostral to the reticular nuclei and can 

be subdivided into the parvocellular and magnocellular nuclei. Red nucleus projections 

descend via the rubrospinal tract to target all levels of the spinal cord and innervate 

laminae V-VII in multiple species 48,49. In non-human primates and humans, the size of 

the magnocellular nucleus decreases, likely reflecting a smaller role in processing 

postural and proximal limb feedback. However, in lower Mammalia where the 

magnocellular nucleus plays a larger role in processing afferent feedback from the limbs, 

ablation and stimulation studies suggest that this tract is involved in flexor activity during 

locomotion and plays a role in propulsive and braking forces 50,51. 

Opposing the rubrospinal system’s flexor activation, the vestibulospinal system is 

involved in extensor activation. Grillner et al. 52,53 and Orlovsky et al.54 show that 

extensor muscle activity increases with lateral vestibular nucleus stimulation and does 
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not interrupt the timing or coordination of locomotion. Furthermore, vestibulospinal 

neuron ablation produces no gross locomotor deficits but does impact precision 

locomotion, as indicated by deficits in balance and proprioception. These findings are 

supported by vestibulospinal anatomy, as 66% of vestibulospinal neurons project to the 

lumbar spinal cord 55 and terminate in lamina VII-IX 56,57. 

The cerebellospinal tract arises from the fastigial and interposed nuclei in the 

cerebellum, which project to the cervical and lumbar spinal cord, respectively 

58.Inactivation of fastigial cerebellospinal neurons has no impact on overground 

locomotion but does impair the ability to learn “skilled” locomotion 58. Little is known 

about the function of the interposed nuclei, but terminals of these neuronal projections 

are primarily found in lamina VII 59.  

Lastly, while it does not have direct projections to the spinal cord, the 

mesencephalic locomotor region (MLR) is responsible for the initiation of locomotion via 

its direct projections to the reticular formation 60. Numerous higher brain centers 

including the subthalamic locomotor region, substantia nigra pars reticualta, the 

amygdala, and various sensory systems converge onto MLR making it an important 

control center for determining the initiation of locomotion based a multitude of inputs 

61-63. Additionally, MRL or its homolog(s) are seen in vertebrate species ranging from 

lampreys to humans, indicating that it provides an evolutionarily conserved means to 

initiate locomotion. 

Other structures such as basal ganglia, and thalamus also take part in the 

selection, initiation, and modification of locomotor output.  However, as these areas do 
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not target the spinal cord directly, their anatomy and function related to locomotion will 

not be expanded upon here but see Ferriera-Pintao et al. for an excellent review 64. 

Spinal circuits for locomotor execution 

Current model of spinal circuitry and locomotor central pattern generators.  

Our current working model of the spinal circuitry that executes locomotor 

commands is driven by computer modeling and in vivo and ex vivo experimental data in 

multiple species 65. Central pattern generators (CPGs) lie at the core of this model. Two 

CPGs are located in the lumbar enlargement and two in the cervical enlargement with 

each corresponding to one of the four limbs. CPGs are comprised of ensembles of 

neurons capable of producing stereotypic, rhythmic motor behaviors and flexor-extensor 

alternation of each limb. While the CPGs in the referenced model relate to locomotion, it 

is important to note that CPGs regulate other stereotypic rhythmic behaviors such as 

coughing, swallowing, chewing, breathing and micturition 66-68. 

Thomas Graham Brown first began elucidating the presence of spinal CPGs in 

1911 by showing that in the absence of afferent feedback and supraspinal drive, “the 

spinal efferent neurons may show some degree of independence of the afferent neurons 

and some of the phenomena of reciprocal innervation when functionally separated” 

69,70. Since Graham, numerous studies have confirmed the presence of locomotor CPGs. 

These studies frequently use in vitro spinal cord preparations to elicit fictive locomotion. 

By applying cocktails of N-methyl-D-aspartate and serotonin to the lumbar spinal cord, 

fictive locomotor bursts can be seen in both neonatal mouse and rat spinal in vitro 

preparations 71,72. Likewise, this locomotor-like activity can also be provoked if the same 
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cocktail is applied to the cervical enlargement 73. However, rhythm generating 

capabilities are most robust in the rostral portion of the lumbar enlargement: L2 in 

rodents and L4 in cats 71,74. 

In 1903, Sir Charles Sherrington first postulated the concept of a long descending 

pathway in the spinal cord as he noted that cutaneous stimulation between the 

shoulders elicited a scratch reflex involving the hindlimb muscles, which he called a 

“long spinal reflex” 75. Subsequent neuroanatomical studies have provided evidence of 

this pathway in multiple species, and this pathway is now broadly referred to as the long 

descending propriospinal neurons (LDPNs) 76-78. Electrophysiologic studies show that 

LDPNs respond to cutaneous stimuli and joint motion 79, receive input from multiple 

supraspinal 80,81, and are involved in interlimb coordination during locomotion 82,83. The 

current working model includes long propriospinal neurons to coordinate the ipsilateral 

and contralateral hindlimb-forelimb pairs as well as local commissural interneurons for 

coordination and timing of the forelimb and hindlimb pairs 65. 

Long ascending propriospinal neurons and locomotion 

Studies have focused primarily on LDPN pathways as they are anatomically 

positioned to relay commands from higher motor centers to the caudal spinal cord. 

Despite this, ascending reciprocal pathway(s) exist, and are generally referred to as long 

ascending propriospinal neurons (LAPNs). LAPNs and LDPNs can be broadly defined by 

three criteria:  1) they are neurons contained within the spinal cord, 2) their axons 

project three or more spinal segments, and 3) their axonal projections show 

rostrocaudal directionality. By these criteria, tract tracing using chemical tracers has 
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provided anatomical evidence for LAPNs in multiple species 84-87. Early cat 

electrophysiology studies demonstrated that hindlimb afferents can drive forelimb 

motoneurons and facilitate and/or depress forelimb reflexes, suggesting a role for LAPNs 

in coordinating the hindlimbs and forelimbs 88,89. Juvin et al 90 showed that stimulation of 

the lumbar enlargement could influence output of the cervical CPGs, further indicating 

that long ascending connections play a role in linking the hindlimb and forelimb 

locomotor CPGs in the spinal cord.  

As mentioned above, LAPNs comprise a broadly defined sets of neurons. 

However, for the remainder of this dissertation, we will focus on a subset of LAPNs 

which have somata at lumbar levels 2/3 (L2/3) and at least one axon terminal at cervical 

levels 5/6 (C5/6). The majority of LAPN somata are found in the intermediate gray 

matter of L2/3 and have axonal projections that ascend in the outer rim of the spinal 

white matter through the ventrolateral funiculus (VLF) to C5/6. 46% of LAPNs project 

ipsilaterally, while 54% have axons that cross mid-line at or near the level of the cell 

body and ascend in the contralateral VLF.91 The importance of L2, where LAPN somata 

reside, was elucidated by injecting kainic acid into the intermediate gray matter of rats. 

Independent of motoneuron loss, L2 injections resulted in severe locomotor 

impairments, compared to those at more rostral lumbar levels, indicating that somata in 

the intermediate gray matter of L2 are important to locomotor function 92,93. Thus far, 

only one study has attempted to describe LAPN morphology. English et al 84 

demonstrated that LAPN soma and dendrite morphology correlate with soma position in 

the intermediate gray matter in cats.  
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Despite the lack of anatomical knowledge, there have been attempts to classify 

the functional significance of LAPNs. Using a conditional and reversible dual-viral 

silencing system, LAPN function in vivo was characterized by Pocratsky et al.94 and 

reproduced by Shepard et al 95. This system allowed for LAPNs to be “silenced” for weeks 

to months and permitted evaluation of locomotion in awake, freely moving animals. 

LAPN silencing led to disruptions in the coordination of the contralateral forelimb-

hindlimb pairs and in the left-right forelimb and hindlimb pairs but did not impact 

intralimb coordination. Interestingly, the disruptions in coordination were only apparent 

during non-exploratory overground locomotion on a high friction surface, and were not 

seen on low friction surfaces, during treadmill locomotion, or during swimming. These 

results indicate that LAPNs are a flexible, task-specific network of neurons involved in 

securing interlimb coordination. As little is known about LAPN morphology, further 

characterization of LAPN anatomy is necessary to understand the functional implications 

suggested in these studies. 

Propriospinal neurons’ role in recovered function following spinal cord injury 

Clinically, most SCIs are anatomically incomplete with a rim of white matter 

remaining intact. This indicates that axons from LAPNs and other propriospinal systems 

are potentially intact and may provide pathways to relay information across the injury 

site 96,97. Magnetic resonance images from clinical studies and histopathology from pre-

clinical studies show that the superficial white matter within the ventrolateral funiculus, 

the location of propriospinal axons, is often spared. In these cases, the amount of tissue 

sparing correlates with functional outcomes, such as locomotion and lower limb 
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function 98,99. Bareyre et al 100 first showed that following thoracic SCI, descending 

cervical propriospinal neurons with projections caudal to the injury were increasingly 

contacted by the CST and were maintained chronically. These new connections may 

represent an attempt to relay top-down signals caudal to the injury. Similarly, 

reticulospinal axons also sprout and form new contacts with descending propriospinals 

post-SCI 101,102. Courtine et al 103 performed a staggered and delayed hemisection injury, 

leading to disruptions in all direct descending input from higher motor centers to the 

lumbar enlargement. Their findings suggested that subsets of descending propriospinal 

neurons are involved in detour circuit formation, which aid in the recovery of locomotor 

function. However, in a more clinically relevant model of SCI, silencing descending 

propriospinal neurons with somata at C6 and axon terminals at L2 in awake and freely 

moving rats led to improved locomotor function, indicating that this subset of LDPNs 

may be involved in injury-induced maladaptive plasticity 83. These differences in findings 

are likely due to different injury models and the subsets of descending propriospinal 

neurons that were evaluated in each study. Nonetheless, the overall function of 

descending propriospinal pathways remains up for debate. 

The field has primarily focused on the role of descending propriospinal neurons 

following SCI since Bareyre et al. and others have shown their role in the formation of 

detour circuits 101,104. However, little effort has been put forth to evaluate the role of 

ascending propriospinal neurons post-SCI. This lack of effort is surprising given that 

previous studies that produced small lesions in the intermediate gray matter of L2, 

where LAPN somata reside, resulted in locomotor deficits similar to those seen 
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following severe spinal contusions 92,93. To date, only Shepard et al.95 have evaluated the 

functional relevance of LAPNs post-SCI and found that silencing LAPNs chronically post-

SCI improved locomotor function. These improvements were characterized by improved 

in intralimb coordination, increased number of plantar steps, improved hindlimb 

interlimb coordination, and normalized spatiotemporal gait measures. These findings 

indicate that LAPNs play a potentially detrimental role to recovered locomotion via 

injury-induced plasticity. Several mechanisms could explain the study’s results including 

1) formation of maladaptive ascending detour circuits to relay sensory information 

caudal to the injury, 2) aberrant sprouting of LAPN axons onto new targets, or 3) 

changes in myelination that alter the timing of LAPN action potentials to their targets.  

Therapeutics for spinal cord injury 

Spinal cord injuries are heterogeneous, as they occur at all levels of the spinal 

cord and vary in degree of severity. Broadly, SCI pathophysiology occurs in two phases: 

the primary injury followed by secondary injury. The primary injury is due to the initial 

trauma commonly associated with spinal fracture or dislocation and leads to overt and 

irreversible damage to white and gray matter at the injury site. The secondary injury 

results from a cascade of physiologic events leading to impaired cellular function, 

apoptosis, ischemia, edema, excitotoxicity, free radical production, and tissue disruption 

105,106. Both primary and secondary injuries affect multiple cell types, induce secondary 

signaling cascades 107, cause aberrant plasticity throughout the CNS 102,108 and impact 

other organ systems 109-111, likely making the development of a universal cure for SCI 

implausible.  
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Previous attempts at treatments have focused on mitigating the extent of 

secondary injury and minimizing complications. One common clinical course of action 

involves surgical decompression and spinal stabilization, preferably within 24 hours of 

injury 112,113 and mitigation of thrombotic events via low molecular weight heparin 114,115. 

Additionally, maintenance of mean arterial pressure at >85mm Hg likely improves 

patient outcomes and is reflected in current treatment guidelines.116 Outside of these 

treatments, little progress has been made to mitigate the extent of the secondary injury. 

Preclinical and clinical investigation of potential treatments is vast, and for discussion 

purposes here will be broadly divided into the following categories: neuroprotective 

strategies, stem cell therapies, and neuroregenerative pharmaceuticals. 

Neuroprotective strategies 

Following SCI there is frank irreversible tissue loss at the injury epicenter. 

However, penumbral tissue adjacent the injury, while damaged, might be salvageable 

and if successfully targeted tissue sparing might be increased. Most notably, high dose 

methylprednisolone was previously recommended, as it is a potent anti-inflammatory 

and is used to treat neuroinflammation in multiple sclerosis 106,117. Preclinical studies on 

the methylprednisolone’s efficacy for SCI show mixed results 118-121. However, the 

majority of clinical data suggest that methylprednisolone does not improve patient 

outcomes. In fact, methylprednisolone is not United States Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA) approved for use in SCI and its side effects may outweigh potential 

benefits 122,123. 
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Minocycline, a second-generation tetracycline antibiotic, has also shown promise 

in preclinical studies for improving function post-SCI 124-126. This is in part due to 

minocycline being more lipophilic than other tetracyclines allowing for greater 

concentrations to be achieved in the CNS 127. Minocycline acts via binding to a ribosomal 

subunit, ultimately preventing amino acid elongation. Halting amino acid elongation 

positively impacts many mechanisms that contribute to the secondary injury including 

inhibiting inflammatory cascades 125, mitigating apoptosis 128, reducing oxidative 

stress125, and reducing edema 128,129. There are three phase I-III clinical trials that have 

assessed the use of minocycline for acute SCI (NCT00559494, NCT01828203, NCT 

01813240), however, only the one of these trials is completed and has reported results. 

Reported results include an n of 24 for the treatment group and reported no difference 

in adverse events between groups, but also no differences in functional outcomes 130.  

Riluzole, a sodium channel blocker that is FDA approved for use in amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis has been shown to have anticonvulsant, sedative, and neuroprotective 

properties in vivo 131-133. Following SCI, ion imbalances lead to an increase in intracellular 

levels of sodium which produces an influx of calcium and subsequently causes an 

increase in glutamate release which can lead to excitotoxity (30 and 31). Riluzole acts by 

blocking sodium channels, preventing the increase in intracellular sodium, preventing 

the excitotoxic cascade, and limiting cell death 134,135. Preclinical studies in rodents have 

shown that post-SCI Riluzole can improve functional outcomes 136-138 and increase tissue 

sparing 139. There are three clinical trials listed for the use of Riluzole in SCI populations. 
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After enrolling 193 patients, the most recent phase II-III multicenter trial was terminated 

in 2020 due to challenges in enrollment 134. 

Lastly, investigation into the use of Naloxone to treat SCI both in preclinical 

studies and in clinical trials follows the same pattern of outcomes noted for the 

aforementioned neuroprotective treatments. Preclinical data have shown signs of 

efficacy 140,141 but when tested in clinical trials Naloxone is not efficacious 142. 

Stem cell therapies 

The potential treatments in the previous section were aimed at mitigating the 

secondary injury via neuroprotection, however, stem cell therapies may replace the cells 

lost during the primary injury or remyelinate demyelinated or regenerating axons.  Stem 

cell therapies to treat SCI may also provide trophic support endogenous cells 143,144, 

guide/assist axon regeneration 145, and/or have immunomodulatory effects 146,147. The 

stem cell literature related to SCI is vast and is not a primary focus of the work here. 

Because of this, a cursory overview of this literature will be provided here so that 

findings of this dissertation may be interpreted within the scope of spinal cord injury 

treatments; for scoping reviews see Ahuja et al 2020 and Silvestro et al 2020 148,149. 

Querying clinicaltrials.gov for “spinal cord injury” and “stem cells” returns 61 clinical 

trials, the earliest of which was completed in 2010. Of these 61 trials, only 3 are phase III 

trials; the most recent of which (NCT01676441) was terminated in 2021 for undisclosed 

reasons. The only completed phase III trial was completed in 2015 (NCT01873547) and 

was supported by a small phase I/II trial,150 but no results have been reported for the 

phase III trial. The lack of successful clinical trials for stem cell therapies is at least in part 
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due to lack of preclinical evidence to support them. One striking example of this was 

seen by Anderson et al.151, who in a clinically relevant rodent model tested the efficacy 

of two stem cell lines that were intended use in a phase II clinical trial (NCT02163876). 

They found that one of the cell lines tested was not efficacious, despite this the phase II 

trial used these cells and was terminated in 2016 due to lack of efficacy.   

Neuro-regenerative therapies 

Promoting neurite growth either collateral spouting or frank axon regeneration 

has been a therapeutic strategy to treat SCI as there is frank axon disruption due to the 

injury, which impacts circuitry throughout the neuroaxis 152,153. Approaches to do so 

have included modification of cell extrinsic factors that inhibit growth such as perineural 

nets and the glial scar 154,155 or targeting cell intrinsic factors to promote growth 156,157. 

Of these approaches, targeting the inhibitory neurite growth factor Nogo-A or targeting 

Rho which is a convergent signal for growth inhibition are the only potential treatments 

that have moved into clinical trials. Preclinical data are convincing that genetic deletion 

or therapeutic inhibition of Nogo-A induces axon regeneration and/or sprouting 158. 

However, its effects on functional outcomes vary158,159. Despite this, two phase two trails 

were completed in 2022 (NCT03935321) and in 2023 (NCT03989440), but results from 

neither are currently available.  

Similar to Nogo-A inhibition, inhibit of Rho also leads to enhanced neurite 

outgrowth 160 and there are numerous Rho antagonists that have been shown to 

enhance axon regeneration in vivo preclinically 156. The majority of preclinical data 

suggest that Rho antagonists improve functional outcomes 156,161,162. The clinical grade 
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Rho antagonist, Cethrin, readily crosses cell membranes in a nonspecific manner and is 

easily administered via direct application to the dura 158. To date, two clinical trials have 

used Cethrin in acute SCI populations. The phase I/II trial (NCT00500812) was completed 

in 2009 and established safety in the patient population 157, however the subsequent 

phase II/III trial (NCT02053883) enrolled no patients and was withdrawn due to 

restructuring of the sponsor company.  

Targeting the spinal cord for gene therapy 

As the majority of phase II/III clinical trials mentioned above have either been 

withdrawn or lacked efficacy, the development of new therapeutics for spinal cord injury 

is paramount. Gene therapy approaches provide a flexible and promising new avenue for 

potential treatments, and there are currently two FDA approved gene therapies 

targeting the CNS. The first is Zolgensma that was approved in 2019 for treating spinal 

muscular atrophy 163 and second, Luxturna which was approved in 2017 for treating 

retinal dystrophy 164. Both Zolgensma and Luxturna utilized adeno-associated viral 

vectors (AAVs), as AAVs provide a flexible platform that can be modified for targeted 

delivery. The AAV capsid can be modified which results in a different serotype. Capsid 

modifications can alter cellular tropism, impact rate of viral degradation, modify 

transgene expression, and if administered via direct injection alter spread at the 

injection site 164-169. Additionally, the promoter selected can be ubiquitous for expression 

in all transduced cells, or cell specific to drive transgene expression in target cell 

populations 170,171. Other advantages to using AAVs include long-term stable gene 
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expression in neurons, minimal toxicity at low doses, and high titer production for 

preclinical studies is easily 172-174. 

Despite AAVs providing a flexible therapeutic platform, their use does not come 

without challenges. First, AAVs have a packaging capacity of 4.7 kilobases 175, which 

limits the size of potential therapeutic vectors. Second, while AAVs are commonly 

thought to cause little toxicity; high doses AAV delivered intravenously causes dorsal 

root ganglia toxicity 176,177 and slightly higher doses used in a clinical trial (NCT03199469) 

resulted in multiple patient deaths 178. Lastly, production costs for the titers needed to 

target the CNS clinically are exceptionally high, as evident by the cost of Zolgensma at 

2.1 million USD per dose. However, the high AAV dose used for Zolgensma, is required to 

as it is delivered intravenously. For IV delivery AAV dose must be high for 2 reasons: 1) 

most AAV serotypes in the bloodstream target and are expressed off target tissues such 

as the liver 179,180 and 2) most AAV serotypes do not readily cross the blood spinal cord 

(or blood brain) barrier (BSCB) to target neurons 181,182. 

Other routes of administration such as intrathecal or intracerebroventricular AAV 

delivery bypass the BSCB but still confer transgene expression throughout the neuroaxis 

183,184. Focal targeting in the CNS is achievable via intraparenchymal injection but this 

involves invasive and potentially risky surgery. Given the benefits and disadvantages of 

each route of delivery, gene therapies utilizing AAVs to target the spinal cord would 

ideally have both ease of administration of intravenous delivery and the specificity of 

intraparenchymal injections. Two preclinical studies have, to some degree, achieved this 

and successfully targeted spinal segments adjacent to the lesion by IV injection of AAV9 
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within 3 hours of the injury while the BSCB is compromised 185,186. While successful, this 

strategy has a limited time window for successful delivery and the viral dosages used 

exceeded those that caused patient deaths in a clinical trial (NCT03199469).  

A potential approach to overcome the limitations of IV AAV delivery is the use of 

focused ultrasound plus IV microbubbles (FUS-MB). The microbubbles used are made a 

lipid monolayer, contain perfluorocarbon (a biologically inert gas), and are commonly 

used clinically to enhance contrast during ultrasound imaging 187,188. Following IV 

microbubbles administration, low intensity ultrasound can be focused on the area of 

interest in the CNS and results in transient disruption of the BSCB (or BBB) without tissue 

damage allowing for a spatially and temporally restricted delivery of therapeutics to the 

target area 189. Importantly, this temporary disruption of the BSCB is accompanied by a 

decrease in tight junction proteins and an increase in active transport proteins, both of 

which aid successful delivery of the therapeutic 189-191. Numerous preclinical studies for 

Parkinson’s diseases, Alzheimer’s’ disease, and Huntington disease have successfully 

delivered AAVs to the brain via this method 192,193, but only one study has attempted the 

spinal cord. Weber-Adrian et al 194 targeted the cervical spinal cord in rats and while 

expression of the AAV transgene is seen focally in the cervical spinal cord, the data are 

not convincing that neurons were successfully targeted. Additionally, they report off 

target expression in liver and skeletal muscle. Thus, this approach need be refined 

further if successful clinical translation is the goal.  

Summary 
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As Shepard et al 83 surprisingly found that LAPNs post-SCI play a potentially 

detrimental role in recovered locomotion and that little is known about LAPN anatomy, 

a primary focus of this dissertation will be to characterize LAPNs pre- and post-SCI. To 

do so, target-defined labeling of LAPNs will be optimized (chapter 2) so that LAPN 

somata, dendritic, and axonal morphologies can be characterized in the non-pathologic 

spinal cord (chapter 3) and allow for the evaluation of SCI induced anatomic plasticity of 

LAPNs (chapter 3).  Furthermore, as there is a clear need to develop treatments for SCI, 

the potential to non-invasively target the lumbar enlargement using ultrasound + 

intravenous microbubbles will be tested (chapter 4). Following optimization of this 

technique, it will be used to assess if spatially regulated and cell specific gene transfer to 

the lumbar enlargement is possible via intravenous delivery of adeno-associated viral 

vectors.  
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CHAPTER II 

DUAL-VIRAL TRANSDUCTION UTILIZING HIGHLY EFFICIENT RETROGRADE LENTIVIRUS 

IMPROVES OF LABELING OF LONG PROPRIOSPINAL NEURONS. 

The nervous system coordinates pathways and circuits to process sensory 

information and govern motor behaviors. Mapping these pathways is important to 

further understand the connectivity throughout the nervous system and is vital for 

developing treatments for neuronal diseases and disorders. We targeted long ascending 

propriospinal neurons (LAPNs) in the rat spinal cord utilizing Fluoro-Ruby (10kD 

rhodamine dextran amine, or RDA), and two dual-viral systems. Dual-viral tracing 

utilizing a retrograde adeno-associated virus (retroAAV), which confers robust labeling in 

the brain, resulted in a small number of LAPNs being labeled, but dual-viral tracing using 

a highly efficient retrograde (HiRet) lentivirus provided robust labeling similar to Fluoro-

Ruby. Additionally, dual-viral tracing with HiRet lentivirus and tracing with Fluoro-Ruby 

may preferentially label different subpopulations of LAPNs. These data demonstrate that 

dual-viral tracing in the spinal cord employing a HiRet lentivirus provides robust and 

specific labeling of LAPNs and emphasizes the need to empirically optimize viral systems 

to target specific neuronal population(s).  

Introduction 

Understanding the complexity and specificity of neural pathways and circuits in 

the mammalian nervous system is a major goal for neuroanatomists and is vital to 
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understand and treat nervous system injuries and disorders 195-200. The development and 

refinement of technologies such as functional near-infrared spectroscopy 201,202, 

diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging 203,204, and resting-state functional 

magnetic resonance imaging 200,205 have enhanced our understanding of macroscale 

connectomics, and improved patient treatments and outcomes 206-208. Mesoscale 

connectomics – characterizing a single population of neurons and/or connectivity of 

those neurons – has made similar progress 196,197, but traditional tracers such as 

horseradish peroxidase, cholera toxin subunit B, (CTB) hydroxystilbamidine (known 

commercially as Fluoro-Gold) and conjugated dextran amines (which include 

biotinylated dextran amine, or BDA, and rhodamine conjugated dextran amine, or RDA, 

also known as Fluoro-Ruby or Mini Ruby depending on molecular weight) remain the 

most widely used technique. These traditional tracers allow for anterograde or 

retrograde tract-tracing and are valuable for revealing the locations of neurons 

projecting to or from an area of interest and have been widely used throughout the 

nervous system for more than 3 decades 195,209,210. Despite their extensive use, each of 

these traditional tracers has limitations including the potential of labeling any/all 

neurons projecting to or from an area. More specifically, dextran amines can be taken up 

by axons damaged during injection procedures 211, long-term exposure to Fluoro-Gold 

can be neurotoxic 212, Fluoro-Gold and CTB can inadvertently be taken up by fibers of 

passage 213,214, and biotin conjugates of CTB can be transneuronal 215, all of which may 

hinder mesoscale connectomic analyses. 
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Targeted genetic manipulations and an improved understanding of neurotropic 

viruses have overcome some of the limitations of traditional tracers and allowed for 

precise targeting of pathways and evaluation of connectivity throughout the central 

nervous system (CNS) 216-219. Since 1998, adeno-associated viruses (AAVs) have been 

widely used for CNS tract-tracing 172. AAVs are neurotropic, permit long-term stable gene 

expression in neurons, cause little toxicity, and high titer production is easily achieved 

172,173,220. While viral-based tracing using AAVs or other vectors offers advantages over 

traditional tracers, there are numerous variables that must be understood and optimized 

if robust and specific tracing is to be achieved. For example, altering the AAV capsid, and 

therefore the serotype, impacts cellular tropism and changes the volumetric spread at 

the injection site 167,169,221,222 and AAV dosage - volume and titer - influences cellular 

tropism, transgene expression, and the direction of viral transport 171,223,224. Even the 

purification method and route of delivery can alter AAV transduction 225,226. Similarly, 

when using lentiviral vectors for CNS transduction, altering the viral envelope can impact 

transduction efficiency, immune response, and the direction of viral transport 227-230. 

An improved understanding of viral vector transduction in the CNS, in 

combination with other technologies such as transgenic labeling and traditional tracers, 

has led to projects such as the Allen Mouse Brain Connectivity Atlas which has provided 

a high-resolution map of the mouse brain connectome 7. However, viral-based tracing 

for targeting and mapping the spinal cord has not received as much attention. The main 

goal of the current study was to evaluate various tracing methods for targeting long 

ascending propriospinal neurons (LAPNs) in the rat. LAPNs are an ideal system for this 
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as, they have relatively long axons, they have been found in numerous species, and they 

have similar numbers of ipsi- and contra-lateral projections 82,87,91,94. We utilized Fluoro-

Ruby (FR), a 10kD rhodamine-conjugated dextran amine, as well as two dual viral 

systems for target-defined projection labeling (Figure 1 A,C,E) 198. AAV2 containing a Cre-

dependent flip-excision switch (FLEx) was injected at the level of the cell bodies, lumbar 

levels 2-3 (L2-3) 219. For retrograde transduction and Cre delivery, either the retroAAV 

developed by Tervo et al. 173 or the HiRet lentivirus developed by Kato et al. 231, was 

injected at the level of LAPN axon terminals, cervical 5-6 (C5-6) (Figure 1). For either of 

these vectors to provide efficient retrograde transduction and subsequent FLEx 

recombination and labeling of LAPNs, the vector must readily infect axon terminals, 

undergo retrograde transport, and deliver its cargo to LAPN nuclei.  

The process of quantifying labeled neurons in spinal cord tissue sections can be 

problematic. While the accuracy of manually counting is high, it is inefficient and 

introduces human error. To improve reproducible counting and reduce the time required 

for the quantification of large numbers of tissue sections, we developed a custom 

application using MATLAB (ver. R2019a) to accurately count the number of labeled 

cells. The application developed allows for easy navigation through large numbers of 

tissue sections and lets users overlay anatomical maps or grids for more detailed 

quantification. The application can be downloaded at 

https://github.com/rachz18/CellCountingApplication.git, an instructional video for 

successful use of the application can be found here https://vimeo.com/485620502, and 

https://github.com/rachz18/CellCountingApplication.git
https://vimeo.com/485620502
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details of the program along with written directions can be found in supplemental 

document 1. 

Materials and Methods 

Tracer and virus preparation 

10% stocks of FR were made by dissolving 10 mg of FR dry powder in 100 L of 

distilled water, and 10 L aliquots were stored at -20C. FR aliquots were thawed the 

morning of injection surgeries. 100 L of AAV2-FLEx-GFP (3.7x1012 vp/mL) and of 

retroAAV2-CAG-Cre (5.3x1012 vg/mL) (referred to here as retroAAV-Cre) were ordered 

from the Gene Therapy Center Vector Core at the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill. Ten L aliquots of each were made, stored at -80C, and thawed the morning of 

injection surgeries. HiRet-Cre (1.6-2.0x1010 vg/mL) was produced by Zhigang He’s 

laboratory (Boston Children’s Hospital) using previously described methods 232. Ten L 

aliquots of Lenti-HiRet-Cre were stored at -80C and thawed the morning of injection 

surgeries.  

Stereotaxic spinal cord injection surgeries 

This animal study was reviewed and approved by the University of Louisville 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. A total of N = 12 female Sprague Dawley 

rats (200-220 g: Envigo) were evenly divided among the groups (N = 4 per group). Prior 

to surgical procedures, animals were housed two per cage with ad libitum food and 

water under 12 h light/dark cycle. Glass micropipettes for intraspinal injections were 

pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (World Precision Instruments, Inc.) using a   
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Figure 1. Experimental design and overview for labeling left ipsilateral long ascending 

propriospinal neurons (LAPNs) in the adult rat. (A) The chemical tracer Fluoro-Ruby 

was injected ipsilaterally at C5-6. (B) Lumbar spinal cord cross section showing labeled 

neurons from Fluoro-Ruby group. Inset shows 40x image of labeled LAPN. (C) HiRet-

Cre was injected ipsilaterally at C5-6 and AAV2-FLEx-GFP ipsilaterally at L2-3. (D) 

Lumbar spinal cord cross section showing labeled neurons from the HiRet-Cre group. 

Inset shows 40x image of labeled LAPN. (E) retroAAV-Cre was injected ipsilaterally at 

C5-6 and AAV2-FLEx-GFP ipsilaterally at L2-3. (F) Lumbar spinal cord cross section 

showing labeled neurons from the HiRet-Cre group. (B’,D’,F’) Maximum intensity 

projections of confocal z-stacks illustrate the intensity and detail of labeled cells. 
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micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument Co.) and the following parameters: heat = 600, 

pull = 29, velocity = 57, and time = 150. Pipettes were trimmed to an external diameter 

of 25 m, beveled using a micropipette beveller (World Precision Instruments, Inc.), and 

sterilized with 100% ethanol prior to use. The morning of injection surgeries, individual 

tracers/viruses were loaded into pipettes and viral pipettes were kept on ice between 

surgeries to minimize viral degradation.  

Animals were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine, xylazine, and 

acepromazine (40 mg/kg, 2.5 mg/kg, and 1 mg/kg, i.p.), and supplemented with 1-2.5% 

isoflurane in 98% oxygen at a rate of 1L/minute as needed. For FR injections, animals 

were placed into a custom-built spinal stabilization unit 233 and received a C5-6 

laminectomy and durotomy to expose spinal levels C5-6. Two, 0.25 L boluses of FR 

were injected at same site into the left intermediate gray matter of C5-6 (0.55 mm 

mediolateral, 1.2 mm dorsoventral) using a stereotaxic device (World Precision 

Instruments, Inc.) 234. Boluses were injected 2 minutes apart to allow FR to spread 

throughout the tissue, mitigate extravasation from the injection site, and minimize 

pressure exerted on the tissue at the injection site. This volume was used as the 

rostrocaudal spread within the spinal gray matter at the injection site was similar to the 

rostrocaudal spread of volume of virus(es) injected (data not shown). 

For viral injections, animals were placed into the spinal stabilization unit, 

received a laminectomy and durotomy at thoracic vertebrae 12 to expose spinal L2-3, 

and a C5-6 laminectomy and durotomy to expose spinal C5-6. Two, unilateral injections 

of either of HiRet-Cre or retroAAV-Cre were injected into the left intermediate gray 
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matter of C5-6 (0.55 mm mediolateral, 1.2 mm dorsoventral, 1.3 mm rostrocaudal). The 

two injections were given in two, 0.25 L boluses with 2 minutes between injections. 

AAV2-FLEx-GFP was injected into the intermediate gray matter of L2-3 (0.5 mm 

mediolateral, 1.35 mm dorsoventral, 1.3 mm rostrocaudal) using the same injection 

protocol as the C5-6 injections. Following injections, incision sites were sutured in layers 

and wounds closed with surgical staples. Gentamicin (20 mg/kg) and saline were given 

subcutaneously prior to animals waking, buprenorphine (10 mg/kg, s.c.) was 

administered every 12 hours for 48 hours post-surgery for pain management, and 

prophylactic doses of gentamicin (20 mg/kg, s.c.) were administered for 7 days. Animals 

were single housed until surgical staples were removed 7 days post-surgery.  

Tissue processing, imaging, and manual quantification. 

Two weeks following FR injections, and 3 weeks following viral injections, animals 

were anesthetized using a cocktail of ketamine, xylazine, and acepromazine (40 mg/kg, 

2.5 mg/kg, and 1 mg/kg, i.p.), and transcardially perfused with phosphate-buffered 

saline (pH 7.4) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. Spinal cords were harvested, post-

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1-2 hours, and transferred to 30% sucrose for 3-4 days 

at 4C. L1-4 spinal segments were isolated, embedded in tissue freezing medium, 

cryosectioned at 30 m, slide mounted, and stored at -20C. For coverslipping, slides 

were warmed, rinsed in PBS for 5 minutes, coverslipped with Fluoromount-G 

(SouthernBiotech), and air dried overnight.  

Every other tissue section was imaged to avoid double counting labeled 

propriospinal neuron cell bodies. Images were acquired using a Nikon TiE 300 inverted 
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microscope (Nikon). A 10x objective was used to create a 3x3 stitched image using Nikon 

Elements Advanced Research software (Nikon). A Texas Red filter was used for FR labeled 

tissue and green fluorescent protein (GFP) filter used for GFP viral labeled tissue. 

Following acquisition, all images were converted to grayscale and manually counted by a 

single blinded individual. Lamina counts were performed by overlaying segmental lamina 

maps 235 onto each of the tissue sections in Illustrator (Adobe). 

FR injected at C5-6 has the potential to retrogradely label any neuron with a 

projection at or near the injection site and we found labeled neurons at all spinal levels 

that were cryosectioned (L1-4). However, the rostrocaudal spread of labeled neurons at 

L2-3 in both viral labeled groups is limited by the rostrocaudal spread of the virus at the 

injection site(s) and the need for dual viral transfection to confer labeling. For equal 

comparison between groups, the number of quantified sections in the FR group was 

limited to 61 tissue sections per animal, the average number of sections quantified in 

the viral labeled groups. Additionally, 1 animal in the HiRet group was excluded from 

analyses for total and relative number of labeled neurons as the rostrocaudal spread of 

labeled neurons was half of that seen in all other virally labeled animals; this is likely 

attributable to an inaccurate or missed intraspinal injection. 

MATLAB application development, quantification, and validation. 

A custom application was built using MATLAB and incorporates the image 

processing techniques color thresholding and boundary determination to determine the 

number of labeled cells within a user-specified region of interest in the spinal cord. Of 

the cell detection methods utilized in the MATLAB program, the elimination of 
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background involves pixel-based thresholding, while cell counting is a combination of 

pixel and object-based detection based on image properties. First, the background of the 

image is eliminated using thresholding by labeling color and pixel value. Cells are then 

detected and counted based on the image region properties of pixel area and 

eccentricity. Pixel area is defined as the actual number of pixels within a region, while 

eccentricity is the ratio of the distance between the foci of the ellipse and its major axis 

length for each object region. The application was integrated into an interactive 

application and graphical user interface (GUI) created with MATLAB’s AppDesigner. The 

GUI enables users to seamlessly navigate through a large number of images, while the 

semi-automated cell counting function eliminates variability between users and reduces 

quantification time. The application also allows user to easily overlay anatomical maps 

or grids for more detailed quantification. To validate the accuracy of the MATLAB 

application, the number of labeled somata counted using the application was compared 

to the number of somata counted manually and the correlation between the counting 

methods assessed. The application has been uploaded to an online data repository and 

can be accessed using this source code/DOI link for public use: 

https://github.com/rachz18/CellCountingApplication.git.  The instructional video 

(https://vimeo.com/485620502) provides a step-by-step tutorial for the program, and 

written instructions are in supplemental document 1. 

Statistical analyses. 

Results for the total and relative number of somata labeled between groups were 

compared using an analysis of variance followed by Tukey HSD post hoc t-tests using 

https://github.com/rachz18/CellCountingApplication.git
https://vimeo.com/485620502
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SPSS version 22 (IBM). Results for the percent of labeled somata by lamina were 

compared using a multivariate analysis of variance followed by Tukey HDS post hoc t-

tests where appropriate in SPSS. P values for all analysis were considered statistically 

significant when p.≤05, and two-tailed p values are reported for post hoc t-tests. 

Pearson correlation was performed to evaluate the relationship between counting 

methods using RStudio version 1.2.5042. Results for the differences between counting 

methods by group were assessed using a one-way analysis of variance followed by a 

Tukey HSD post hoc t-test using SPSS. 

Results 

Tracing methods have different efficiencies 

To understand the differences in efficiency between tracing methods, we evaluated the 

total number of neurons labeled and the number of neurons labeled per tissue section. 

The total number of labeled neurons (mean  SD; FR: 135.5 ± 52.29, HiRet: 126.33 ± 

45.79, retroAAV: 31.5 ± 10.15) was significantly higher in the FR and HiRet groups 

compared to the retroAAV group (Figure 2A). The relative number of labeled neurons 

was evaluated by normalizing the number of labeled neurons to the number of sections 

counted (mean of labeled neurons per section  SD; FR: 2.12 ± 0.76, HiRet: 2.35 ± 0.47, 

retroAAV: 0.50 ± 0.13). After normalization, the same differences between groups were 

seen, with significantly fewer labeled cells in the retroAAV group compared to the FR 

and HiRet groups (Figure 2B). These results indicate that tracing LAPNs with FR or target-

defined projection labeling utilizing HiRet lentivirus provide robust labeling of LAPNs, 

while target-defined projection labeling using retroAAV significantly reduced labeling of 
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LAPNs. Additionally, as seen in Figure 1B, D, F, the prominence, and detail of labeled 

neurons differed between FR and virally labeled neurons, with viral labeled neurons 

often being brighter and easier to identify. However, signal from both viral and FR 

labeled neurons can be amplified using immunohistochemistry and labeling with a lower 

molecular weight dextran amine can further improve signal as these dextran amines are 

more efficiently trafficked 236. 

Specificity of labeling is influenced by tracing methods. 

To evaluate differences in specificity of tracing and to determine whether tracing 

methods preferentially labeled a subset of ipsilateral LAPNs the laminar distribution of 

the labeled cells was assessed by comparing the percentage of labeled neurons in each 

lamina (Figure 3). For the absolute number of labeled neurons by animal and lamina see 

Supplementary table 1. In lamina 6-7, a greater percentage of neurons was found in the 

retroAAV group. The retroAAV group also had significantly fewer neurons labeled in 

lamina 9. In lamina 10, the percentage of neurons was significantly higher in the HiRet 

group compared to the other groups. These differences in laminar distribution indicate 

that tracing methods can impact the specificity of labeling either by preferentially 

targeting a subset of the neuronal population of interest or by random chance. MATLAB 

application was assessed. Cell counts using either method were highly correlated with 

one another (Figure 4A), indicating that the MATLAB application is as accurate as manual 

counting. 
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Figure 2. The number of labeled neurons in the lumbar spinal cord is significantly 

impacted by the tracing method(s) used. (A) The total number of labeled neurons 

differed between groups (One-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), F = 13.5, df = 2,8, p 

= .003) and was lower in the retroAAV group (Tukey's Honest Significant Difference 

(HSD) post hoc, FR vs. retroAAV, p = .015; HiRet vs. retroAAV, p = .034). (B) When 

normalized to the number of tissue sections counted the number of labeled neurons 

differed between groups (One-way ANOVA, F = 8.6, df = 2,8, p = .01) and was 

significantly lower in the retroAAV group (Tukey's HSD post hoc, FR vs. retroAAV, p 

= .006; HiRet vs. retroAAV p = .005). (A,B) Tukey style box plots. Bold center line shows 

median, upper hinge shows 75th percentile, lower hinge shows 25th percentile, 

whiskers represent 1.5 times the interquartile range. Individual data points shown for 

clarity. (p < .05*, ANOVA and Tukey's HSD post-hoc t-tests). 
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Figure 3. Specificity of labeling is impacted by the tracing method used. Percentages of 

labeled neurons in Rexed spinal lamina differed between lamina and groups. The 

retroAAV group had a significantly higher percentage of labeled neurons in lamina 6-7 

(Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA), F = 6.6, df = 2,9, p =  .017; Tukey's HSD 

post hoc, retroAAV vs. FR, p = .037; retroAAV vs. HiRet, p = .024) and a significantly 

lower percentage of labeled neurons in lamina 9 (MANOVA, F = 7.7, df = 2.9, p = .01; 

Tukey's HSD post hoc, retroAAV vs. FR, p = .014; retroAAV vs. HiRet, p = .028). The 

HiRet group had a significantly higher percentage of labeled neurons in lamina 10 
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(MANOVA, F = 7.7, df = 2.9, p = .01; Tukey's HSD post hoc, retroAAV vs. FR, p = .014; 

retroAAV vs. HiRet, p = .028). Tukey style box plot. Bold center line shows median, 

upper hinge shows 75th percentile, lower hinge shows 25th percentile, whiskers 

represent 1.5 times the interquartile range. Individual data points are shown for 

clarity. Data points falling outside of whiskers are outlying points that are < or > 1.5 

times the interquartile range. (p < .05*, p < .01**, MANOVA and Tukey’s HSD post hoc 

t-tests). Mean percentage +/- standard deviation for each lamina and group (FR, HiRet, 

and retroAAV): lamina 5 (14.6 +/- 10.2, 5.9 +/- 4.8, 7.9 +/- 3.4), lamina 6-7 (44.4 +/- 

3.4, 42.8 +/-8.6, 62.1 +/- 11.1), lamina 8 (33.9 +/- 13.1, 36.6 +/- 6.6, 30.0 +/- 11.1), 

lamina 9 (5.8 +/- 3.6, 5.1 +/- 1.6, 0.0 +/- 0.0), and lamina 10 (1.2 +/- 2.4, 9.7 +/- 4.8, 

0.0 +/- 0.0) 
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Figure 4. The number of labeled neurons counted with the MATLAB program and 

manually counting are similar and correlated. (A) The number of neurons counted is 

highly correlated between the MATLAB program and manual counting. Black line 

indicates line of best fit, gray outline indicates 95% confidence interval. (Pearson 

correlation: R = 0.99 and p = 3.8x10-9) (B) Animal-by-animal comparison of the number 

of labeled neurons in the lumbar spinal cord, the difference between counting 

methods was similar between groups (One-way ANOVA, F = 1.7, df = 2,9, p = .247). 
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As previously noted, the prominence and detail of labeled neurons differed 

between FR labeled and virally labeled neurons, with viral labeled neurons being 

brighter. The poor cellular filling of FR labeled LAPNs may make it difficult for the 

MATLAB application to detect these neurons. To evaluate potential errors of the MATLAB 

application in identifying chemically versus virally labeled neurons, absolute differences 

in the number of neurons counted using each method were calculated and compared 

between the groups (mean difference scores  SD; FR: 10.75 ± 4.67, HiRet: 10.50 ± 5.20, 

retroAAV: 5.75 ± 2.87). These differences were not significant between groups and are 

visualized animal-by-animal in Figure 4B. Taken together, these results show that the 

MATLAB application is as accurate as manual counting for quantifying labeled 

propriospinal neurons and that the application reliably identifies both virally- and 

chemically-labeled neurons.  

Discussion 

Efficiency of labeling methods. 

Traditional tracers, such as CTB, Fluoro-Gold, and various dextran amines have 

been extensively characterized in multiple species for tract-tracing throughout the CNS 

195,209. However, each of these tracers comes with its own caveats. Dextran amines may 

inadvertently label damaged fibers of passage 211, Fluoro-Gold is neurotoxic 212, and 

Fluoro-Gold and CTB can label fibers of passage. 213,214. To circumvent these potential 

limitations and gain a better understanding of viral tropism in the spinal cord, we 

targeted left ipsilateral LAPNs using target-defined projection labeling 198. For cell body 

transduction, AAV2 was chosen over other serotypes as: 1) AAV2 has high neuronal 
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tropism 167,237,238, 2) AAV2 has minimal volumetric spread at the injection site 167,221, 3) 

unlike other serotypes, AAV2 has little potential for retrograde transduction 223,239,240, 

and 4) AAV2 does not spread transsynaptically like AAV1 and AAV9 218. These AAV2 

characteristics allow precise targeting of the neuronal cell bodies at the injection site. 

For retrograde transduction and Cre delivery, we utilized the retroAAV serotype 

developed by Tervo et al. 173 and the HiRet lentiviral vector developed by Kato et al. 231. 

While we found similar numbers of labeled neurons at L2-3 in the FR and HiRet groups, 

the retroAAV group showed a 76% decrease in the number of labeled neurons. This is 

somewhat surprising, as Cre activity is catalytic 241,242. Thus, little Cre expression is 

needed for FLEx-switch recombination, subsequent transgene expression, and neuronal 

labeling. One potential explanation for these findings is poor infectivity of LAPN axon 

terminals. The retroAAV serotype was developed via directed evolution for optimal 

retrograde transduction of mouse corticopontine neurons 173, but its retrograde 

transduction of rat LAPNs was modest. RetroAAV has also shown preferential tropism for 

layer 5 of the cortex when compared to other viral tracers 243. As the receptor/co-

receptor for this serotype are currently unknown, this modest labeling may result from 

poor viral uptake at LAPN axon terminals due to little expression of the requisite 

receptor and/or co-receptor for internalization of retroAAV virions.  

Previous studies have shown that changes to the AAV capsid impact the rate of 

viral degradation and subsequent transgene expression 165,166,244. It is possible that a 

similar phenomenon is responsible for the poor labeling in the retroAAV group here, as 

the VP1 region of the AAV2 capsid was altered to produce the retroAAV 173. These 
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mutations may result in increased phosphorylation of viral particles, subsequent 

ubiquitination, and proteasomal degradation of retroAAV in propriospinal neurons 244-

246. Lastly, the poor labeling in the retroAAV group may reflect a length-dependent issue, 

as rat LAPN axons are 6.2-7.6 cm long 247, approximately 10 times longer than the mouse 

corticopontine axons (6-7 mm) the retroAAV was developed to target 7,173. This may 

result in poor retrograde trafficking of endosomes containing retroAAV virions. However, 

Weiss et al. 248 recently showed successful retrograde transduction of numerous cortical 

regions in rhesus macaque following intra-caudate and intra-putamen injections. 

Therefore, we do not believe the poor labeling by retroAAV here is a length-dependent 

issue. Rather, that this is due to poor uptake and infectivity of retroAAV at propriospinal 

axon terminals, which may reflect little to no expression of the receptor/co-receptor 

needed for the retroAAV serotype binding at propriospinal axon terminals.  

Specificity of labeling methods. 

The current data corroborate previous findings that LAPNs in the rat are 

positioned throughout the intermediate gray matter of the lumbar spinal cord, with the 

majority residing in laminae 6-8 85,94,234. This finding was consistent irrespective of the 

tracing method utilized. We found a higher percentage of labeled neurons in lamina 10 

in the HiRet group. Previous studies found that 12.6% of L2-3 LAPNs reside in lamina 10 

94, and that large number of LAPNs are located in lamina 10 85. The higher percentage 

seen in the HiRet group here likely reflects the superior retrograde transduction 

efficiency of HiRet vectors and its ability to efficiently infect LAPN axon terminals 

compared to retroAAV. Additionally, in the retroAAV group, there was a greater 
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percentage of labeled neurons in lamina 6-7 and fewer in lamina 9 compared to the 

other groups. These differences reflect either preferential retrograde transduction - or 

lack thereof - of LAPN sub-populations or are due to a small number of neurons in any 

lamina resulting in a large percentage change in this group. LAPNs are a heterogenous 

population of neurons that project ipsi- and contra-laterally 91,94, have both excitatory 

and inhibitory neurotransmitter phenotypes 82,94, and have varied soma sizes 

(unpublished data). Future studies may evaluate the neurotransmitter phenotype and 

soma size of neurons labeled by these tracing methods to determine if differences in the 

laminar distributions are due to preferential labeling or random chance.  

We previously used CTB to retrogradely label LAPNs and found a significantly 

higher percentage of labeled LAPNs in lamina 5 compared to target-defined projecting 

labeling with a HiRet vector 94. As CTB can be taken up by fibers of passage 213, we 

attributed this difference to inadvertent labeling of lumbar spinocerebellar neurons, a 

majority of which reside in lumbar lamina 5 249. While we do not report the same finding 

with Fluoro-Ruby here, it is important to note that the uptake of dextran amines - such 

as Fluoro-Ruby - by damaged axons is more efficient than its uptake by axon terminals 

211. Thus, when injecting dextran amines, the procedures should minimize damage to the 

tissue that may occur from osmotic or mechanical pressures. 

Validation of MATLAB Application. 

Our MATLAB application has semi-automated the quantification of spinal cord 

labeling, which reduces time, minimizes human error, and allows for anatomical 

diagrams, such as spinal cord Rexed laminae maps to be easily overlaid on tissue 
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sections for further anatomic characterization. The strong correlation between manual 

cell counts and those from the MATLAB application (Figure 4A), in conjunction with 

there being no difference in the error between counting methods for all labeling 

methods (Figure 4B), emphasizes the accuracy of the MATLAB application for various 

tracing methods. The detection and counting methods employed in the MATLAB 

application are effective for small populations of labeled neurons whose boundaries are 

well defined such as LAPNs, it may not be as effective for larger neuronal populations 

with more densely packed cells. To accurately detect densely packed cells more 

advanced object-based detection methods such as edge detection and watershed 

algorithms might be needed. The program also only extracts either red or green color 

channels, and if multiple channels are to be detected the images would have to be 

analyzed twice with each color being counted separately. The application is freely 

available (https://github.com/rachz18/CellCountingApplication.git) and aims to provide 

a user-friendly application that allows for easy navigation through large numbers of 

images and the option to overlay anatomical diagrams for further analysis.  

Target-defined projection labeling utilizing HiRet vectors showed improved 

retrograde transduction efficiency compared to retroAAV in the population of 

propriospinal neurons studied here. This provides the framework for more advanced 

mesoscale connectomics. This target-defined dual viral approach might also be adapted 

for exogenous gene expression for therapeutics targeting an anatomically defined set of 

propriospinal neurons. For these therapeutic approaches to be viable the immune 

response reported when using lentiviral HiRet vectors must be mitigated 228. Tanabe et 

https://github.com/rachz18/CellCountingApplication.git
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al. 228 found that lentiviral NeuRet vectors which utilize the fusion E glycoprotein, rather 

than the fusion B2 glycoprotein used in HiRet vectors, produced no immune response in 

the primate brain. However, others have reported poor retrograde transduction 

efficiency of NeuRet vectors when targeting hindbrain and spinal motoneurons 227. Prior 

to use as a therapeutic for targeting anatomically defined neuronal populations, the 

retrograde transduction efficiency and immune response of the vectors used should be 

evaluated. Collectively, the current findings emphasize the need to empirically evaluate 

and optimize the transduction efficiency of viral vectors and their respective transport 

properties to target specific neuron population(s). 
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CHAPTER III 

LONG ASCENDING PROPRIOSPINAL NEURONS ARE HETEROGENOUS AND SUBJECT TO 

SPINAL CORD INJURY INDUCED ANATOMIC PLASTICITY 

Long ascending propriospinal neurons (LAPNs) are an anatomically defined 

subset of spinal interneurons that provide direct connectivity between the lumbar and 

cervical enlargements. Previous studies showed that silencing LAPNs in awake and freely 

moving animals disrupted coordination interlimb coordination of the hindlimbs, 

forelimbs, and contralateral limb pairs. Surprisingly, despite a proportion of LAPNs being 

anatomically intact post- spinal cord injury (SCI), silencing them improved locomotor 

function but only impacted coordination of the hindlimb pair. Given the functional 

significance of LAPNs pre- and post-SCI, we characterized LAPN anatomy and evaluated 

SCI induced anatomic plasticity of LAPNs. This detailed anatomical characterization 

revealed three morphologically distinct subsets of LAPNs that differ in soma size, neurite 

complexity, and/or neurite orientation. Following SCI there was a marked shift in neurite 

orientation in 2 of the LAPN subpopulations to a more dorsoventral orientation, and 

collateral densities decreased in the cervical enlargement but increased caudal to the 

injury epicenter. These anatomical changes post-SCI likely reflect maladaptive plasticity 

involving LAPNs and are likely an effort to seek out new functional inputs from sensory 

afferents that sprout post-SCI in an effort to achieve homeostasis of the circuitry post-
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SCI. Further characterization of LAPN transcriptional profiles at various timepoints post-

SCI may provide potential therapeutic targets. 

Introduction 

Propriospinal neurons (PNs) have their somata and axon terminals wholly 

contained within the spinal cord. Broadly, PNs can be divided into subsets of “short” and 

“long” PNs, the former having axonal projection(s) spanning 3 or fewer spinal segments 

and the latter projecting 4 or more spinal segments 322. PNs can further be divided into 

subpopulations based on embryonic lineage, neurotransmitter phenotype, 

electrophysiologic characteristics, connectivity, morphologically, or anatomically 

323.Here, we have focused on a subset of long ascending propriospinal neurons (LAPNs) 

that are anatomically defined by having somata at lumbar level 2/3 (L2/3) and axon 

terminal(s) at cervical level 5/6 (C5/6).  

The majority of LAPN somata are found in the intermediate gray matter of L2/3, 

have axons which ascend in the outer rim of the spinal white matter via the ventrolateral 

funiculus (VLF), and project to C5/6. 46% of LAPNs project ipsilaterally while 54% have 

axons that cross mid-line at or near the level of the cell body and ascend in the 

contralateral VLF 91,288,324. The importance of L2, where LAPN somata reside, was shown 

by kainic acid injections into the intermediate gray matter. Independent of motoneuron 

loss, kainic acid injections at L2 resulted in severe locomotor impairments, indicating 

that somata at L2 are important to locomotor function 94. To further elucidate the role of 

LAPNs in locomotor function Pocratsky et al 2020 and Shepard et al  2021 used a dual-

viral system to reversibly silence LAPNs in awake and freely moving rats and found that 
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LAPNs are involved in the coordination of the contralateral forelimb-hindlimb pairs and 

in the left-right forelimb and hindlimb pairs 94,95. Interestingly, LAPNs were primarily 

involved limb pair coupling during non-exploratory overground locomotion on a high 

friction surface, indicating that LAPNs are a flexible, task-specific network of neurons 

involved in securing interlimb coordination. 

Clinically and in animals models, SCI bidirectionally disrupts the propagation of 

signals past the injury epicenter leading to functional deficits. However, even if SCI 

patients are classified as neurologically complete, most SCIs are anatomically incomplete 

325. This spared tissue may provide a means of relaying top-down or bottom-up signals to 

targets rostral or caudal the injury. As LAPN axons ascend in the most superficial layers 

of the VLF, where tissue sparing is most likely to occur, they are anatomically situated to 

allow involvement in such injury-induced plasticity. Bareyre et al. & Filli et al. showed 

that long descending propriospinal neurons with axons projecting caudal to the injury 

are increasingly contacted by higher motor centers, to form detour circuits post-SCI 

100,102. This post-SCI rewiring is believed to be an effort to relay top-down signals to 

spinal levels caudal to the injury. It is conceivable that LAPNs are involved in similar 

injury-induced plasticity.  

Functionally, Shepard et al. showed that silencing LAPNs at 6 weeks post-SCI 

surprisingly improved locomotor function 95. These improvements were characterized by 

an increase in the number of plantar steps, improved hindlimb interlimb coordination, 

normalized spatiotemporal gait indices, and improved hindlimb intralimb coordination. 

These data suggest that post-SCI, LAPNs play a detrimental role related to locomotor 
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function and are likely involved in injury-induced maladaptive plasticity. These 

maladaptive changes may result from a change in LAPN inputs and/or changes in the 

areas targeted by LAPN axons. However, as English et al. the only study to anatomically 

classify LAPNs based on morphology and did so qualitatively in cats, our goal was to 

anatomically and morphologically characterized LAPNs in rats before and after SCI to 

evaluate SCI induced neuroplasticity 84.  

Methods 

All animal procedures were reviewed and approved by the University of Louisville 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and Institutional Biosafety Committee. A 

total of N=8 female Sprague Dawley rats (200–220 g: Inotiv Maryland Heights, MO) were 

evenly divided among groups (N=4 per group). Prior to surgical procedures animals were 

housed two per cage with ad libitum food and water light/dark cycle and were handled 

by researchers daily prior to any testing. 

Stereotaxic injections 

Glass micropipettes for stereotaxic spinal cord injections were pulled from 

borosilicate glass capillaries (World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL) using a 

micropipette puller (Sutter Instrument Co., Novato, CA), were trimmed to an external 

diameter of 25 µm, beveled using a micropipette beveller (World Precision Instruments, 

Inc., Sarasota, FL), and sterilized with 100% ethanol prior to use. The morning of 

injection surgeries, individual viruses were loaded into pipettes and were kept on ice 

between surgeries to minimize viral degradation.  
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Animals were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine, xylazine, and 

acepromazine (40, 2.5, and 1 mg/kg, i.p.), and supplemented with 1–2.5% isoflurane in 

98% oxygen at a rate of 1 L/min as needed. Prior to surgical openings, animals were 

given 5 mL of saline (s.c.), buprenorphine (10 mg/kg, s.c.), and meloxicam (1.5 mg/kg, 

s.c.). A laminectomy and durotomy were performed at thoracic vertebrae 12 to expose 

spinal L2/3. Animals were then placed in a custom-built spinal stabilization unit to 

stabilize the thoracic spine, and a laminectomy and durotomy were performed at 

cervical vertebrae 5 and 6 to expose spinal C5/6 233. Using a stereotaxic device (World 

Precision Instruments, Inc.) HiRet-Lenti-Cre (produced by Boston Children’s, titer = 1.18 x 

1012 gc/mL) was injected bilaterally into the intermediate gray matter of C5/6 (0.55 mm 

mediolateral, 1.2 mm dorsoventral, 1.3 mm rostrocaudal). Two injection sites on each 

side spinal cord were targeted; at each site two, 0.25 µL boluses were injected with 2 

minutes between to allow viruses to spread through the tissue, mitigate extravasation 

from the injection site and minimize pressure exerted on the tissue (Figure 5A, only 

unilateral injections shown). Following cervical injections, spinal stabilizers were moved 

to T12 for lumbar injections. AAV2-CAG-FLEx-GFP (produced by UNC Vector Core, titer = 

4 x 1012 gc/mL) was injected bilaterally into the intermediate gray matter of L2-3 (0.5 

mm mediolateral, 1.35 mm dorsoventral, 1.3 mm rostrocaudal) following the same 

procedures as cervical injections (Figure 5A, only unilateral injections shown). Incision 

sites were sutured in layers and wounds closed with surgical staples. Post-surgery, 

animals were single housed for 7 days, administered saline 2x/day for 3-5 days, 
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buprenorphine 3x/day for 3 days, and meloxicam 1x/day for 3 days at previously 

mentioned dosages.  

Behavioral assessments 

Three weeks following intraspinal injections, animals underwent baseline testing. To 

assess gross hindlimb locomotor function the Basso, Beattie, Bresnahan locomotor 

rating scale (BBB) was used by blinded testers 326.  Overground gait analyses and 

interlimb phase calculations were performed as previously described 94,95,288. Phase 

values from overground recordings were converted to a linear scale to eliminate any 

lead limb preferences and allow for linear plotting.  Thermal nociceptive thresholds were 

assessed using radiant heat tail flick device 327. Animals were briefly wrapped in a small 

towel with the tail exposed and placed on the device. Once the tail was flat and 

immobile, the heat source was started, tail movement exceeding 0.5 cm terminated the 

heat source, and latency was recorded. A minimum of 2 minutes separated trials. 

Thermal nociceptive thresholds of the hind paws were tested using the Hargreaves test, 

where animals were placed a warmed glass surface (32C) and allowed to acclimate to 

the environment for 10 -15 minutes. Infrared light was shone onto the plantar surface of 

the foot and latency recorded. At least 2 minutes elapsed between trials.  

Spinal cord injury surgeries 

Animals were re-anesthetized with the same anesthesia used for intraspinal 

injections and given the same pre-operative drugs. T9-10 was stabilized in custom-built 

spine stabilizers, and a T9 laminectomy performed to expose spinal T10. The Infinite 

Horizons Impactor (PSI., Fairfax Station, VA) was centered in the laminectomy window 
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Figure 5. Experimental design and overview for labeling and reconstruction of long 

ascending propriospinal neurons (LAPNs) A. HiRet-Lenti-Cre injected bilaterally at 

cervical 5-6 and AAV2-FLEx-GFP bilaterally at lumbar 2-3 (only ipsilateral injections 

shown for illustration) to label both ipsilateral and contralateral projecting LAPNs B. 

Maximum intensity projection of LAPN cell bodies and neurites at L2-3, following viral 

labeling and iDISCO tissue clearing. White lines depict edges of gray matter. C. Volume 

rendering of L2-3 confocal image depth coded to visualize rostrocaudal location of 
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viral labeled LAPN somata and neurites. D. D’ traced LAPN (red) overlaid on maximum 

intensity projection D’’-D’’’’ Visualization of traced neuron (yellow) in multiple planes 

with convex hull (blue). 
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and the spinal cord impacted with 150 kdyn of force 328. Sham animals underwent same 

procedures minus the SCI. Surgical closure and post-operative care were the same as 

following intraspinal injections, with the addition of manual bladder expression as 

needed. One-week post-SCI BBB were performed to functionally confirm injury. 5-weeks 

post-SCI, all previously described behavioral assessments were performed.  

Tissue processing and microscopy 

Following week 5 behavioral assessments, animals were anesthetized using a 

cocktail of ketamine, xylazine, and acepromazine, (40, 2.5, and 1 mg/kg, i.p.) and 

transcardially perfused with chilled phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) (PBS) followed by 

4% paraformaldehyde. Spinal cords and brains were harvested. Spinal cords were post-

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 1-2 hours, brains post-fixed for 3-4 hours, and all tissue 

transferred to 30% sucrose for 3-4 days at 4C. C5-6, T9-T11 spinal segments, and 

brainstems were isolated, embedded in tissue freezing medium, cryosectioned at 30 µm, 

slide mounted in sets, and stored at −20C.  

To evaluated spared white matter, injury epicenters (T10) were stained using 

FluoroMyelin (Invitrogen, F34652, Waltham, MA) following the manufactures protocol, 

at a dilution of 1:150, for 60 minutes at room temperature and coverslipped with 

Fluoromount G (Southern Biotech, 0100-01, Birmingham, AB). 

For assessment of LAPN axons/sprouts, GFP from viral labeled LAPN axons was 

enhanced using immunohistochemistry in thoracic spinal cord sections immediately 

rostral (T9) and caudal (T12) to the injury epicenter. Sections were heated at 37°C for 

30 min, rehydrated in room temperature PBS for 10 min, incubated in a blocking solution 
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made of nine parts milk solution (bovine serum albumin [BSA]), 0.75 g of powdered skim 

milk, and 14.25 ml 0.1% of PBS with Tween 20 (PBST) and one part 10% normal donkey 

serum (NDS) for 60 minutes. Blocking was followed by a 10 min wash in PBS and an 

overnight incubation at 4°C with rabbit anti-GFP at 1:500 (Abcam, ab290, Waltham, MA). 

Tissue was then washed 3 times alternating between PBS and PBST for 10 minutes each, 

followed by secondary antibody (Donkey anti-rabbit Plus 488, Thermofisher, A32790, 

Waltham, MA) incubation at 1:200 at room temperature for 1 hour. Tissue sections were 

washed 3 more times alternating between PBS and PBST for 10 minutes each and 

coverslipped with Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech, 0100-01, Birmingham, AB). 

Brainstem sections were stained in the same manner but prior to coverslipping were 

incubated at room temperature with fluorescent Nissl (NeuroTrace 640/660, 

ThermoFisher, N21483, Waltham, MA) in PBS at 1:100 for 1 hr and washed 3 times with 

PBS for 10 minutes each.  

Spinal levels L2-3 (where LAPN somata reside) were used for tissue clearing and 

large volume imaging. Prior to tissue clearing, the rostral half of the lumbar enlargement 

was cut coronally into 1.5 mm segments using a spinal cord matrix (Alto Scientific, 

Eatonton, GA). iDISCO (updated protocol December 2016, https://idisco.info/idisco-

protocol/update-history/) was used to clear individual segments 329. Segments were 

incubated in primary (Chicken anti-GFP, Aves, GFP-1020, Davis, CA) and secondary (Goat 

anti-chicken 488+, Invitrogen, A32931) antibody solutions for 3 days each, and mounted 

in custom built silicone slide chambers.  

Imaging 

https://idisco.info/idisco-protocol/update-history/
https://idisco.info/idisco-protocol/update-history/
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Widefield fluorescent images of thoracic spinal cords and brainstem sections 

were acquired using a Nikon (Melville, NY) Ti2E inverted microscope with SOLA SE LED 

white light engine, Hamamatsu Orca Fusion Gen III camera, and DAPI, GFP, and Cy3 

filters. For thoracic spinal cords, one slide from each set was imaged, and stitched 

images were acquired using a CFI60 Plan Apo λ 10X NA lens, with the appropriate 

filter(s). Injured thoracic tissue was imaged with the same equipment using a CFI Plan 

Fluor 4X NA lens. 

Cleared lumbar segments were imaged with a Nikon C2+ confocal microscope 

with intelligent acquisition, LUN4 solid state laser launch (405, 488, 561, and 640 nm), 

DUVb high-sensitivity GaAsP detectors, and an ORCA-Fusion Gen-III sCMOS 

monochrome camera. Large volume images were acquired with a custom-built JOBS 

program in NIS-Elements AR (Nikon, version 5.30.05) using CFI60 Plan Apo λ 10X NA lens 

with the 488 laser and post-acquisition, volumes were stitched in Nikon Elements (Figure 

5B-C).  

Microscopy quantification 

Spared white matter spanning 1.5 mm rostrally and 1.5 mm caudally to the injury 

epicenter were quantified to confirm injury severity. The total cross-sectional area of the 

spinal cord and the lesion boundary were quantified and analyzed. The epicenter of each 

injury was determined based on the section with the least amount of spared white 

matter. 

For quantification of LAPN axon collaterals in thoracic and cervical spinal cords 

heatmaps were generated from 15 sections from each animal, covering 1.7 mm 
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rostocaudally. Heatmaps were generated and quantified using a custom built MatLab 

(Mathworks, Natick, MA) program to determine the percentage of positive pixels in the 

spinal gray matter.  

To analyze LAPN axon collaterals and sprouting in the brainstem, images were 

imported into ImageJ and the appropriate anatomic map (Rat Brain Atlas) overlaid. 

Relevant brainstem nuclei were selected as regions of interest and the number of 

positive pixels and percent of positive area for each nuclei quantified. Tissue from 2 

animals (one from each group) were not analyzed due to tissue artifact. 

For soma and neurite reconstructions of viral labeled LAPNs, the Simple Neurite 

Tracer (SNT) plugin in ImageJ was used. Cells were reconstructed using a single point for 

the soma and neurites manually traced for each cell (Figure 5D). Following tracing, the 

following neurite measures were exported; 1) neurite length which gives a cumulative 

measure the length of all traced neurites, 2) convex hull which is the minimum 3-

dimensional geometric space needed to contain all neurites, 3) z-projection depth which 

measures the rostrocaudal distance the cell’s neurites span, and 4) complexity index 

which provides as calculated measure of branching complexity 330. Soma volumes were 

measured using the “Fill Manager” in SNT and neurite/trace proprieties were exported 

to a CSV file. CSV files were analyzed using a custom built MatLab program to quantify 

neurite directionally of each cell.  

Statistical analyses 

Agglomerative hierarchical clustering of LAPNs and production of parallel plots 

were performed in R (Posit Software, version 2023.03.1). Input variables were 
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normalized using min-max scaling, Ward’s clustering method was used, and the number 

of clusters was determined using the elbow method. Comparison of LAPN cluster 

morphologic characteristics were compared using one-way ANOVAs followed by Tukey’s 

HSD post hoc where appropriate in Prism 9 (GraphPad Software, Version 9.5.1). Analysis 

of LAPN cluster neurite directionality both pre- and post-SCI Kruskal-Wallis test followed 

by Dunn’s test where appropriate were performed in Prism 9.  

BBB scores were compared using a two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni’s 

multiple comparisons test where appropriate in Prism 9. Tail flick and Hargreave’s test 

outcomes were compared using unpaired t-tests in Prims 9. Binomial Proportion Test 

was used to evaluate differences in the proportion of abnormal phase values, defined as 

greater than 2 standard deviations from baseline measures and regression analyses 

were performed in Prism 9 for spatiotemporal gait indices.  

For comparison, morphologic characteristic of sham versus SCI LAPN clusters 

unpaired t-tests were performed in Prism 9. Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s test 

where appropriate were used to analyze axon collateral densities at thoracic spinal 

levels, and for cervical and brainstem collateral comparisons unpaired - tests used all 

performed in Prism 9.  P values for all analysis were considered statistically significant 

when p ≤ 0.05, and two-tailed p values are reported for post hoc t-tests.  

Results 

LAPNs differ based on soma and dendrite morphology 

Hierarchical cluster analysis based of 11 morphologic characteristics from 572 

reconstructed LAPNs revealed that LAPNs group into three distinct clusters (Figure 6A). 
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Of the resultant clusters, cluster 1 contained 171 cells, cluster 2, 198 cells, and cluster 3, 

203 cells. LAPNs in cluster 1 (Figure 5B & B’) are larger, more complex neurons than 

clusters 2 and 3. This is evident as soma volume (Figure 6E), total neurite length  (Figure 

6F), convex hull volume (Figure 6G), z-projection depth (Figure 2H), and complexity 

index (Figure 6I), are all significantly greater for cluster 1 compared to clusters 2 and 3. 

Overall size and complexity of LAPNs in clusters 2 and 3 did not differ, however neurite 

directionality did (Figure 6A, C, D). Cluster 2 LAPNs orient the greatest percentage of 

neurites medially and laterally and cluster 3 the lowest percentage. However, cluster 3 

LAPNs have the highest percentage of neurites oriented ventrally and a higher 

percentage oriented dorsally than cluster 2 (Figure 6J). These resultant clusters reflect 

three distinct subsets of LAPNs based on soma and neurite morphologies. 

Mild SCI causes minimal functional deficits 

Mild T10 contusive SCI (150 kDyn) was confirmed in each animal by quantifying 

the percent of spared white matter (Figure 7A-B). Additionally, assessment of gross 

locomotor function using the BBB confirmed functional deficits at 1-week post-SCI 

(mean score ± SD; sham: 20.5 ± 1.0, SCI:  13.3 ± 3.0) compared to baseline scores (mean 

score ± SD; 21.0 ± 0) and week 1 sham scores. However, by week 5 BBB scores were 

similar between sham and SCI groups (mean score ± SD; sham: 20.3 ± 0.5, SCI: 19.75 ± 

1.0) (Figure 7C). Sensory testing for thermal hypersensitivity via tail flick response (mean 

percent change from baseline ± SD; sham: -12.37 ± 1.4, SCI: 1.4 ± 9.1) and Hargreaves’ 

test (mean percent change from baseline ± SD; sham: 2.0 ± 26.4, SCI: 36.6 ± 34.4) 

showed no change from baseline testing in either group at week 5. It is not surprising  
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Figure 6. LAPNs differ anatomically based on soma and neurite characteristics. A. 

Parallel plot with confidence intervals show LAPN clusters from hierarchical cluster 

analysis based on morphologic characteristics. Dark lines indicate medians for each 

cluster and lighter bands represent confidence intervals. B, C, D. 3-dimensional 

rendering of representative LAPNs from each cluster (not shown to scale, for ease of 

visualization). B’, C’, D’. Representative traced LAPNs (red) overlaid on maximum 

intensity projections of L2-3. E-I. LAPNs clusters differ morphologically (one-way 

ANOVAs, p<.0001) based on neurite length (Tukey’s HSD post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 

2, p<.0001; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001), z-projection depth (Tukey’s HSD post hoc, 

cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, p<.0001; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001), convex hull (Tukey’s 

HSD post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, p<.0001; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001), soma 

volume (Tukey’s HSD post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, p<.0001; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, 

p<.0001), and neurite complexity (Tukey’s HSD post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, 

p<.0001; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001). J. LAPN clusters differ (Kruskal-Wallis tests, p 

<.0001) based on dorsal (Dunn’s test post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, p<.0001; cluster 2 

vs. cluster 3, p<.0001), ventral (Dunn’s test post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, p<.0001; 

cluster 2 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001), medial (Dunn’s test post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, 

p<.0001; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001; cluster 2 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001), and lateral 

(Dunn’s test post hoc, cluster 1 vs. cluster 2, p<.005; cluster 1 vs. cluster 3, p<.0001; 

cluster 2 vs. cluster 3, p<.05) neurite directionality.  E-J. Large center lines show group 

means and error bars are standard deviations. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001, **** 

p<.0001. 
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Figure 7. 150kdyn T10 SCI produces no gross functional deficits at 5 weeks post-SCI A.  

Spared white matter by animal following 150kdyn contusive SCI. B. Representative 
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injury epicenter (T9) cross section stained with Fluoromyelin (red). C. Basso, Beattie, 

Bresnahan locomotor rating scale (BBB) scores for sham and SCI groups. BBB scores 

decrease (two-way ANOVA, interaction, p=.0001; column factor, p=.0021; group factor, 

p= .011) at 1-week post-SCI (Bonferroni’s multiple comparisons test, p=.04, sham week 

1 20.5 ± 1.0 vs. SCI week 1 13.25 ± 3.2; p<.0001, SCI baseline 21.0 ± 0.0 vs. SCI week 1 

13.25 ± 3.2; p <.0001, SCI week 1 13.25 ± 3.2 vs. SCI week 5 19.75 ± 0.96) but recover 

by week 5. D. Tail flick response and E. Hargreaves thermal sensitivity test show now 

difference between sham and SCI groups. C-D. Circles represent group means error 

bars standard deviations. *p<.05 for group interaction, p<.05 for column interaction. 
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that there was no difference in these gross functional measures at week 5 given the mild 

injury severity.  

For a more in-depth analysis of locomotor function than the BBB provides, 

overground gait kinematics were assessed. Coupling patterns of each limb pair was 

determined by dividing the initial contact time of one limb by the stride time of the 

other limb. Resulting phase values of 0 or 1 indicate synchrony and values of 0.5 

alternation of the limb pair. To eliminate discrepancies in of the lead limb selection and 

for ease of visualization, phase values were converted to a linear scale of 0.0 - 0.5 or 0.5 

– 1.0. Mean phase values of the limb pairs were calculated at baseline and any 

value >2 standard deviations from these means were considered ‘irregular’, as indicated 

by the blue boxes (Figure 8A-D). SCI had no impact on left-right alternation of the 

hindlimb (Figure 8A) or forelimb pairs (Figure 4B). However, at 5 weeks post-SCI 

ipsilateral and contralateral phase values were altered, with ipsilateral limb pairs 

showing more synchrony (Figure 8C) and contralateral limb pairs showing more 

alternation (Figure 8D). No difference was seen between groups for speed-dependent 

gait indices of swing time (Figure 8 E, J, O), stance time (Figure 8K ,P), stride frequency 

(Figure 8G,L,Q), stride time (Figure 8H,M,R), or stride length (Figure 8I,N,S). Together, 

these data suggest that mild contusive T10 SCI only impacts coupling of the ipsilateral 

and contralateral limb pairs during overground locomotion.  

Post-SCI LAPNs resemble uninjured LAPNs but differ in neurite directionality 

Hierarchical cluster analysis using 11 morphologic characteristics from 535 

reconstructed LAPNs revealed that post-SCI LAPNs can be divided into three distinct  
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Figure 8. 5 weeks post-SCI limb coupling is impaired but other key features of 

locomotion are unaltered. A-D. Transformed phase values for limb pairs. There is no 

disruption in the forelimb (A) or hindlimb (B) pairs, but the SCI group shows disrupted 

phase values for ipsilateral (C) (binomial proportion test, baseline, n = 12/262 vs. SCI, n 

= 42/191, p<.001; Sham, n = 16/253 vs. SCI, n = 42/191, p<.001) and contralateral (D) 

(binomial proportion test, baseline, n = 13/259 vs. SCI, n = 41/178, p<.001; Sham, n = 
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17/240 vs. SCI, n = 41/178, p<.001) limb pairs. E-S. Relationships between swing time, 

stance time, stride time, and stride distance are plotted against speed. An exponential 

decay line of best fit is displayed for stance time (baseline R2 =0.749 vs. sham R2 

=0.824 vs. SCI R2=0.733) and stride time (baseline R2 =0.826 vs. sham R2 =0.535 vs. SCI 

R2=0.650), and a linear line of best fit shown for stride frequency (baseline R2 =0.801 

vs. sham R2 =0.496 vs. SCI R2=0.682) and stride length (baseline R2 =0.626 vs. sham R2 

=0.662 vs. SCI R2=0.832). Dotted lines indicate line of best fit and solid lines indicate 

95% prediction intervals. ***p<.001 
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Figure 9. 5 weeks post-SCI LAPNs morphologically group into 3 clusters, and post-SCI 

LAPNs morphologically differs from uninjured LAPNs. A. Parallel plot with confidence 

intervals shows that post-SCI LAPN clusters from hierarchical cluster analysis based on 
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morphologic characteristics. Dark lines indicate medians for each cluster and lighter 

bands represent confidence intervals. B-F. Uninjured and post-SCI LAPN clusters are 

similar based on neurite length (B), convex hull (C), and complexity (E) but post-SCI 

cluster 2 LAPNs differ from uninjured LAPNs in soma volume (unpaired t test, p<.0001, 

sham 13294 ± 4095 vs. SCI 10931 ± 4880) and z-projection depth (unpaired t test, 

p=.002, sham 179 ± 78.0 vs. SCI 206.8 ± 109.7). G-I. Post-SCI LAPN neurite 

directionality differs from uninjured LAPNs. For cluster 1 LAPNs, ventral (Mann-

Whitney test, p=.022, sham 0.19 ± 0.09 vs. SCI 0.22 ± 0.11) neurite orientation differs 

post-SCI (G). For cluster 2 LAPNs dorsal (Mann-Whitney test, p<.0001, sham 0.11 ± 

0.16 vs. SCI 0.16 ± 0.12), ventral (Mann-Whitney test, p=.0009, sham 0.16 ± 0.12 vs. 

SCI 0.20 ± 0.14), and medial (Mann-Whitney test, p<.0001, sham 0.31 ± 0.13 vs. SCI 

0.22 ± 0.14) neurite orientations differ post-SCI (H).  For cluster 3 LAPNs dorsal (Mann-

Whitney test, p<.0001, sham 0.22 ± 0.15 vs. SCI 0.32 ± 0.19), ventral (Mann-Whitney 

test, p<.0001, sham 0.34 ± 0.19 vs. SCI 0.45 ± 0.22), medial (Mann-Whitney test, 

p=.0051, sham 0.14 ± 0.09 vs. SCI 0.11 ± 0.11), and lateral (Mann-Whitney test, 

p<.0001, sham 0.30 ± 0.18 vs. SCI 0.12 ± 0.11) neurite orientations differ post-SCI (I). 

Large center lines show group means and error bars are standard deviations. *p<.05, 

**p<.01, ***p<.001, **** p<.0001. 
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clusters (Figure 9A). Based on parallel plots, the pattern of clustering is similar between 

LAPN clusters in sham and SCI animals (Figure 7A & Figure 9A), with cluster 1 consisting 

of larger more complex cells, and clusters 2 and 3 consisting of smaller, less complex 

LAPNs that differ in neurite directionality. Comparing morphometrics of sham and SCI 

clusters showed that the clusters are similar based on neurite length (Figure 9B), convex 

hull (Figure 9C), and complexity (Figure 9E). The only differences between sham and SCI 

clusters were for cluster 2 LAPNs, where SCI LAPNs had smaller soma volumes (Figure 

9C) and greater z-projection depths (Figure 9F).  

Neurite directionality of the largest and most complex LAPNs, cluster 1, was 

similar between groups with only a modest increase in the percentage of ventral 

oriented neurites in the SCI group (mean ± SD; sham: 19.4 ± 9.3, SCI: 22.0 ± 11.1) (Figure 

9G). Cluster 2 LAPNs in both the sham and SCI groups oriented most neurites 

mediolaterally. However, SCI LAPNs have a higher percentage of dorsal (mean ± SD; 

sham: 10.7 ± 8.5, SCI: 16.1 ± 12.0) and ventral (mean ± SD; sham: 16.1 ± 12.4, SCI: 20.1 ± 

13.7) oriented neurites and a lower percentage of medially (mean ± SD; sham: 31.2 ± 

13.0, SCI: 21.6 ± 13.7) oriented neurites (Figure 9H). Cluster 3 LAPNs in both groups have 

neurites predominantly oriented dorsoventrally. In the SCI group there was a higher 

percentage oriented both dorsally (mean ± SD; sham: 21.5 ± 14.8 , SCI: 32.2 ± 18.7) and 

ventrally (mean ± SD; sham: 34.2 ± 19.0, SCI: 44.8 ± 21.9), and a lower percentage 

oriented medially (mean ± SD; sham: 14.11 ± 9.7, SCI: 11.1 ± 11.1)  and laterally (mean ± 

SD; sham: 29.9 ± 17.5, SCI: 11.8 ± 10.5) (Figure 5I). As there were minimal differences in 
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other morphometrics between sham and SCI LAPN clusters the differences in neurite 

directionality likely represent injury induced plasticity of LAPN subpopulations/clusters. 

SCI alters LAPN axon collateral targets 

Here, LAPNs have been defined as having somata at L2/3 and axon terminals at 

C5/6. However, this does not exclude the possibility of LAPNs having axon collaterals 

targeting other spinal levels. As expected, LAPN collaterals were seen at C6 (Figure 10A, 

top left panel) and concentrated in lamina IX. Surprisingly, LAPN collaterals were also 

found at T9 (Figure 10A, top middle panel) and T12 (Figure 10A, top right panel) 

primarily in the intermediate gray matter. As LAPN axons ascend in the VLF, their axons 

likely remain intact following SCI, but the insult may induce changes in collateral 

densities and target areas. In the SCI group, collateral densities rostral to the injury at C6 

(mean ± SD; sham: 10827 ± 8171, SCI: 7259 ± 7087) (Figure 10B). In the thoracic spinal 

cord collateral densities in the sham group were similar at T9 (mean ± SD; 2965 ± 2529) 

and T12 (mean ± SD; 3505 ± 2941) and a similar density was found in the SCI group at T9 

(mean ± SD; 4149 ± 4169) (Figure 10C). However, there was an increase caudal to the 

injury at T12 in the SCI group (mean ± SD; 6317 ± 3494) compared all other spinal levels 

and groups (Figure 10C). 

By definition, propriospinal neurons are wholly contained within the spinal cord. 

However, as there were fewer LAPN collaterals at C6 in the SCI group, we anticipated 

that LAPN axons may target other motor centers. Surprisingly, in both the sham and SCI 

groups, LAPN collaterals were seen in the reticular formation (Figure 11A). Collaterals 

were quantified in the caudal gigantocellular reticular nucleus (Gi) and lateral  
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Figure 10. 5 weeks post-SCI LAPN axon collaterals densities differ by target. A. 

Heatmaps depicting LAPN axon densities at T9, T12, and C6. B. LAPN axon collaterals 

in the thoracic spinal cord differ post-SCI (Kruskal-Wallis test, p<.0001) with an 

increase in collaterals caudal to the injury at T12 (Dunn’s test, p<.0001, sham T12 3505 

± 2941 vs. SCI T12 6317 ± 3494; p<.0001 sham T9 4149 ± 4169 vs. SCI T12 6317 ± 

3494; p=.0002 SCI T9 4149 ± 4169 vs. SCI T12 6317 ± 3494).C. LAPN axon collaterals in 

cervical spinal cord decrease at 5 weeks post-SCI (unpaired t-test, p=.03, sham 10827 

± 8171 vs. SCI 7259 ± 7087). Large center lines show group means and error bars are 

standard deviations. *p<.05, ***p<.001, **** p<.0001. 
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paragigantocellular nucleus (LPGi), but no differences were seen between groups (Figure 

11B-C).  

Discussion 

LAPN morphology is heterogenous 

Previous studies have traced LAPNs in multiple species and characterized the 

number of ipsi- and contralateral projecting LAPNs 84-86,91. However, this is the first study 

to quantify LAPN soma and neurite morphologies and unbiasedly cluster LAPNs based 

on these measures. Hierarchical cluster analysis grouped LAPNs into three distinct 

clusters that differed based on soma size and/or dendrite orientation. Cluster 1 LAPNs 

had large somata with extensive neurite length and complexity. Total length and 

complexity of neurite arbors directly relates to the number of inputs, cluster 1 LAPNs 

likely receive more inputs than cluster 2 and 3 neurons. Additionally, larger somata have 

lower input resistances requiring more input to reach threshold potential and are 

associated with larger diameter, faster conducting axons 331-333. These properties mean 

that cluster 1 LAPN are more likely to be recruited when faster conduction velocities are 

required for interlimb coordination during high-speed locomotion. Cluster 2 and 3 

LAPNs had smaller somata and less extensive neurites compared to cluster 1 LAPNs but 

differed in neurite directionality.  Cluster 2 LAPNs were oriented mediolaterally which 

may reflect that the primary inputs of these cells are axons from the lateral and ventral 

funiculus 286,334, which includes the descending reticulospinal tract, vestibulospinal tract, 

and other propriospinal neurons all of which are involved in locomotor output 335. 

Afferent sensory projections from the dorsal root ganglia enter the dorsal horn of the  
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Figure 11. SCI does not alter LAPN axon collaterals in the reticular formation. A. 

Brainstem cross section stained with fluorescent Nissl (magenta) and viral labeled 

LAPN axon collaterals (green). White overlay is an anatomical map showing the 

gigantocellular nucleus (Gi) and lateral paragigantocellular nucleus (LPGi). B. Percent 

positive area for LAPN axon collaterals in the Gi are unaltered post-SCI. C. Percent 
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positive area for LAPN axon collaterals in the LPGi are unaltered post-SCI. Large center 

lines show group means and error bars are standard deviations. 
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spinal cord and penetrate into the spinal gray matter, given the dorsoventral orientation 

of cluster 3 LAPNs, it is likely they receive input from sensory afferents and are involved 

in the integration and processing of incoming sensory signals 336-338.  

LAPN neurites primarily project coronally with minimal rostrocaudal spread (z 

projection distance). This morphologic characteristic seems to be conserved among 

other propriospinal populations as Deng et al. found the same morphologic 

characteristic in long descending thoracic PNs 216. Additionally, in multiple species 

neurons located in the intermediate gray matter, where LAPN somata primarily reside, 

also have coronal neurite orientations 339-341, and thus this characteristic seems 

conserved and may represent a morphology that is sufficient for the execution of 

movement without input from the forebrain 342.  

Minimal functional deficits following mild T10 contusive SCI 

Clinically, most SCIs are contusion injuries and even if classified as clinically 

complete there is some level of tissue sparing 96,97. To reflect this, we used a mild 

contusive SCI that spared a high level of tissue, which included the VLF where LAPN 

axons ascend. The injury caused a transient drop in gross locomotor function and 

resulted in no differences in sensory function. However, as BBB scoring is a crude 

measure of locomotor function, overground gait kinematics were assessed for precise 

locomotor analysis. Mild contusive T10 SCI disrupted interlimb coordination of the ipsi- 

and contralateral forelimb-hindlimb pairs but had no effect on the hindlimb or forelimb 

pairs or spatiotemporal gait indices. Previous studies have shown morphologic changes 

in spared spinal neurons correlates with function 216,343. As Pocratsky et al and Shepard 
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et al both showed that LAPNs play a vital role in interlimb coordination pre-SCI and 

impair interlimb coordination post-SCI, and the deficits seen here are restricted to 

interlimb coordination, the neuroanatomical changes seen are likely related to the 

functional deficits seen 94,95. 

LAPNs differ morphologically following SCI 

LAPN somata are multiple spinal levels caudal of the injury and their axons 

ascend in the outer rim of the spared white matter, leaving them anatomically intact 

following SCI. However, since injury-induced neuroplasticity is seen throughout the 

neuroaxis we hypothesized that LAPN morphology would differ post-SCI 102,108. At 5 

weeks post-SCI, hierarchal cluster analysis grouped LAPNs into three distinct clusters that 

were similar to sham clusters (Figures 6A & 9A), but there were marked differences in 

neurite orientation. Cluster 2 and 3 LAPN neurites oriented more dorsoventrally in the 

SCI group, likely reflecting injury-induced plasticity. Post-SCI shifts in orientation are also 

seen in long descending thoracic PNs, but these PNs assume a more mediolateral 

orientation which opposes the dorsoventral shift of LAPNs here 216. As functional 

synaptic inputs influence neurite orientation, the shifts in both of these PN populations 

are likely a compensatory response to seek out new inputs post-SCI. The difference in 

orientation shifts between LAPNs and descending thoracic PNs is likely a consequence of 

soma location relative to the injury epicenter 344-347. The mediolateral shift in thoracic 

PNs is advantageous as descending PNs are involved in the formation of detour circuits 

in an effort to relay commands to targets caudal to the injury 100,102. However, 

descending input to LAPNs are disrupted post-SCI and the dorsoventral shift in LAPN 
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neurites may be an attempt to create functional inputs with sensory afferents that 

sprout caudal to the injury 348,349.  Interestingly, the changes in LAPN morphology closely 

resemble those seen in pyramidal neurons of the barrel cortex following deafferentation. 

In both cases, neurite orientation is altered but there are no changes in convex hull or 

total neurite length. This suggests that orientation differences are not just a 

consequence of neurite degeneration/loss but also of neurite growth in new directions. 

Such plasticity is referred to as homeostatic structural plasticity, in which synapses and 

resultant circuitry self-organize to assure network stability 350.  Furthermore, aspects of 

development are recapitulated post-SCI 351, and LAPN neurites may go through the 

growth and stabilization phases of dendrite development. During the growth phase, the 

neurites increase in number, length, and complexity and form NMDA receptor mediated 

synapses. Subsequently, active synapses increase have an increase in AMPA receptors. 

These neurites and synapses are maintained while neurites that fail to increase the ratio 

of AMPA/NMDA receptors are retracted 352-354. A shift to the stabilization phase then 

occurs when CaMKII expression increases (which occurs 3-14 days post-SCI) resulting in 

decreased new branch formation retraction 355. Given this, it is plausible that LAPNs are 

seeking out new functionally active inputs post-SCI in an effort to achieve homeostatic 

plasticity.  

While there were drastic differences in neurite orientations for cluster 2 and 3 

LAPNs, the large complex LAPNs in cluster 1 showed little difference between groups as 

only a modest increase in ventral neurites was seen in the SCI group. This is 

counterintuitive as larger cells are often more susceptible to injury and disease 356-358. 
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The seeming resistance to injury induced plasticity may reflect differences in 

transcriptional profiles which alter a cells potential to respond to injury 359-361. It would 

be interesting for future studies to compare the transcriptional profiles of cluster 1 

LAPNs with cluster 2 and 3 LAPNs following SCI, as this may provide therapeutic targets.  

LAPN collateral targets differ post-SCI 

In both groups, LAPN collateral densities in the cervical spinal cord were greatest 

in lamina IX, suggesting that LAPNs target motoneurons both pre- and post-SCI. Despite 

LAPN axons ascending in the intact VLF, LAPN collateral densities were lower at C6 in the 

SCI group. This may result target disconnection as motoneurons rostral to the injury can 

die or atrophy 362,363. Here, LAPNs are defined as having somata at L2/3 and axon 

terminals at C5/6 however we unexpectedly found collaterals in the gray matter of the 

thoracic spinal cord. In both groups, at T9 and T12, LAPN collateral densities were 

highest in lamina VII which contains GABA-ergic premotor interneurons and 

spinocerebellar neurons and is known to integrate sensory and motor inputs 79,364-368. 

This is significant as it shows LAPNs likely contact ensembles of thoracic premotor 

neurons to coordinate and execute whole body movements such as locomotion. This 

coincides with electrophysiologic data from Juvin et al  which show that activation and 

coupling of thoracic circuity ensures effective interenlargement coordination 90. 

Furthermore, these findings provide anatomical substrates that at least partially explain 

the findings of Shepard et al, which showed that silencing of LAPNs post-SCI only 

improved interlimb coordination of the hindlimbs but no longer had an impact on 

contralateral or forelimb interlimb coordination following injury 95. The increase in 
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collateral density caudal to the injury may represent aberrant plasticity that when 

silenced, allows the lumbar circuitry to function appropriately via removal of excess 

‘noise’ from the hindlimb locomotor system.  

We further investigated whether LAPNs projected to supraspinal centers involved 

in locomotion. In the sham group, LAPN collaterals were present in the gigantocellular 

(Gi) and lateral paragigantocellular (LPGi) nuclei of the reticular formation. Importantly, 

this means that this population of “propriospinal” neurons are not wholly contained 

within the spinal cord, and therefore by definition are not truly propriospinal neurons. 

As there were differences in collateral densities at C6, we anticipated differences in the 

reticular formation as well. However, we found no differences in either the Gi or LPGi. 

Given that at least some LAPNs are also part of the spinoreticular system, they likely 

respond to noxious input from the hindlimbs 367,369,370. For survival and relay of noxious 

stimulus rostral to the injury it would functionally be more beneficial to maintain this 

connectivity post-SCI than the ability to coordinate contralateral limb pairs.  As there 

were no differences in collaterals at T9, Gi, or LPGi, but a decrease at C6 and an increase 

at T12, it appears that LAPN collaterals are retracted from some target areas but retain 

or increase connectivity to other targets. Similar to the changes seen in neurite 

orientations, this is likely another example of homeostatic plasticity following injury.  

Functional and clinical implications of LAPN plasticity 

At 5 weeks post-SCI, Shepard et al. showed that conditional silencing of LAPNs 

improved gross locomotor function and normalized interlimb coordination 95. These 

findings were counterinitiative, as silencing an anatomically intact pathway was 
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hypothesized to exaggerate locomotor deficits. However, current data found shifts in 

LAPN neurite orientation and differences in collateral densities post-SCI which support 

these findings. Following an insult such as an SCI, the CNS undergoes an intense period 

of injury-induced plasticity which includes changes in synaptic boutons, receptor 

densities, and circuit reorganization 371. Formation and maintenance of synaptic 

connectivity is dependent on functional inputs, and LAPNs likely seek new functional 

inputs post-SCI to maintain homeostasis. However, our findings and those of Shepard et 

al. suggest that post-SCI, LAPN homeostatic plasticity is maladaptive 95. This is likely a 

consequence of a combination of: 1) disruptions in descending motor pathways that 

previously targeted LAPNs and 2) sprouting sensory afferents caudal to the injury. As 

there is little meaningful sensory and motor input to guide the formation of circuitry 

caudal to the injury during the intense period of acute post-injury plasticity, the resultant 

circuity is hyperexcitable and overactive which impairs the ability of the locomotor 

circuity to produce meaningful output 286,351,372. In agreement with this, Kathe et al 

showed that epidural stimulation, which improves locomotor function post-SCI, 

decreased overall neural activity in the lumbar enlargement, but also resulted in an 

increase in activity of a PN subpopulation which are responsible for the improved 

functional outcomes 286.  

During the acute and subacute phases of SCI, patients are often immobile while 

polytrauma is being treated, resulting in poor afferent sensory input being provided to 

the cord below the level of the lesion. Unfortunately, this coincides with the intense 

period of injury induced neuroplasticity, and maladaptive circuits form 373-377. 
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Chronically, activity-based therapy coupled with epidural stimulation improves function, 

but patient outcomes might be further improved if the circuitry was more receptive and 

plastic to the meaningful inputs therapy provides. Therefore, finding a way to 

recapitulate the high level of plasticity seen acutely and subacutely might be beneficial if 

the correct input(s) are provided via activity-based or other rehabilitative strategies. 

Potential approaches to do so include eliciting low levels of inflammation, modifying 

perineural nets, upregulating plasticity associated genes, or intermittent hypoxia 322,378-

380. 

Conclusions 

This is the first study to quantitively characterize any population of ascending 

propriospinal neurons and showed that LAPNs are morphologically heterogenous. This 

heterogeneity suggests LAPNs have diverse synaptic inputs and potentially differing roles 

in locomotion. The coronal orientation of LAPN neurites is conserved among 

propriospinal neuron populations and among species and represents a morphology that 

is advantageous for locomotor output. Additionally, LAPN neurite orientation and 

collateral targets are altered post-SCI indicating that despite being anatomically spared, 

LAPNs exhibit SCI induced plasticity that appears maladaptive. This plasticity is likely 

triggered by a loss of descending inputs and increased input from sensory afferents 

which sprout caudal to the injury. Further characterization of LAPN transcriptional 

profiles at various timepoints post-SCI may provide potential therapeutic targets. 

Limitations 
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The cluster analyses used here are unbiased and clustered LAPNs into distinct 

clusters both in the sham and SCI groups. For comparisons between sham and SCI 

groups, we compared individual clusters with one another. Though the morphometrics 

of the clusters were similar to one another, there is no way to confirm that the LAPNs in 

each cluster are part of the same subgroups of LAPNs in the sham and SCI groups.  
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CHAPTER IV 

FOCUSED ULTRASOUND AND INTRAVENOUS MICROBUBBLES CONFER 

FOCAL CELL SPECIFIC GENE TRANSFER IN THE RODENT LUMBAR SPINAL 

CORD 

The semi-selective permeability of the blood spinal cord barrier (BSCB) is vital in 

maintaining a homeostatic environment. However, this property of the BSCB makes it 

challenging to successfully target the spinal cord with therapeutics. Here, we 

demonstrate that focused ultrasound plus intravenous microbubbles (FUS+MB) can be 

used for transient, focal permeabilization of the BSCB in the lumbar enlargement and 

can be optimized to minimize histopathology. Following BSCB permeabilization, we 

delivered low-dose (3.5x1012 vg/kg) adeno-associated virus 9 (AAV9) with a neuronal-

specific promoter (scAAV9-hsyn-NLS-EGFP) to evaluate gene transfer in neurons at the 

target site. Gene transfer was highly neuron-specific with >90% of viral expressing cells 

being neuronal and resulted in little functional deficits. FUS+MB and systemic AAV 

delivery may provide a non-invasive means of targeting spinal segments and allow for 

the development of safe and effective gene therapies to treat spinal cord injury. 

Introduction 

The blood brain barrier (BBB) and blood spinal cord barrier (BSCB) are comprised 

of pericytes, endothelial cells, and astrocytic end feet and provide a selective semi-
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permeable membrane that regulates the movement of molecules and ions between the 

blood and CNS 250. These functions are vital to maintain a homeostatic environment, 

minimize pathogen exposure, and regulate nutrient trafficking to the CNS 251. However, 

this tightly regulated trafficking of molecules across the BBB/BSCB makes it difficult to 

successfully target the CNS with therapeutics, as evident by the inability of 100% of large 

molecule and >98% of small molecule drugs to cross the BBB/BSCB and enter the 

parenchyma from the blood stream 252. To bypass the BBB/BSCB for therapeutic delivery 

to the CNS, intrathecal or intracerebroventricular delivery via injection or catheter 

implantation can be used 253. These routes of administration allow CNS wide targeting 

which may not be desirable depending on the disease pathology 254-257. Hyperosmotic 

agents can be delivered intravenous to cause a shrinkage of the endothelial cells of the 

BBB/BSCB allowing for passage into the parenchyma, but effects are seen throughout 

the CNS transiently 258,259. Focal targeting within the CNS can also be achieved through 

direct intraparenchymal injection. However, this involves invasive and potentially risky 

surgery. Given the benefits and disadvantages of each route of administration, ideal 

therapeutic delivery to the CNS would be as minimally invasive as intravenous (IV) 

delivery and provide the focal targeting of intraparenchymal injection.  

IV administration of various adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors has successfully 

targeted the CNS and provides a promising platform for noninvasive delivery of gene 

therapies to the CNS 260,261. Most notably, in 2019 Zolgensma was approved for treating 

spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) and uses a self-complimentary (sc) AAV9 to express the 

survival motor neuron 1 gene allowing for widespread gene transfer throughout the CNS 
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262,263. However, this treatment requires high doses (1.1 x 1014 vg/kg) of clinical grade 

vector which costs 2.1 million USD per patient. While no serious adverse events were 

reported during early clinical trials, two patients receiving this treatment recently died 

from acute liver failure related to AAV delivery 264. The same was reported for 4 patients 

in a phase 2 clinical trial for that delivered 3 x 1014 vg/kg of AAV8 via IV injection to treat 

X-linked Myotubular Myopathy 265. Furthermore, pre-clinical studies using similar doses 

in nonhuman primates and piglets found hepatic toxicity, dorsal root ganglia pathology, 

proprioceptive deficits, and/or ataxia in treated animals 266,267. Therefore, for safe and 

effective targeting of the CNS via IV administration, gene transfer must be more efficient 

allowing for lower viral doses to be used.  

Gene transfer to the CNS can be improved through viral capsid modifications 

268,269 or modifications to the BBB/BSCB using hyperosmolar agents 270,271, receptor 

modifications 272, or fatty acids 273. However, none of these methods allow for focal 

targeting, which may be vital for the treatment of disease such as spinal cord injury (SCI), 

traumatic brain injury, CNS cancers, or Parkinson’s disease. A potential solution allowing 

for transient focal disruption of the BBB/BSCB is the application of focused ultrasound 

(FUS) in combination with intravenous microbubble (MB). Following IV injection of MBs, 

sonication causes MBs to cavitate which generates microstreaming or jetting, causing 

shear stress on adjacent tissues. These shear stresses result in a widening of tight 

junctions of the BBB/BSCB allowing otherwise imperviable molecules to enter the 

parenchyma 274,275. FUS+MB has been shown to successfully and transiently 

permeabilize the BBB/BSCB allowing for focal delivery of therapeutics in preclinical 
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studies 276-278, and there are currently two active clinical trials assessing safety and 

feasibility for clinical use (NCT04804709 & NCT05615623).  

Smith et al.  successfully used FUS+MB to deliver tratuzumab (a monoclonal 

antibody) to the thoracic spinal cord of rats and Weber-Adrian et al. used a similar 

approach to attempt to deliver AAV9 to the cervical spinal cord of rats, but the histology 

of this study appears inconclusive 277,279. To date, no studies have optimized FUS+MB to 

transiently permeabilize the BSCB in the lumbar spinal cord for AAV delivery. The 

primary goals of the current study are to; 1) optimize FUS+MB for focal targeting of the 

spinal cord in a preclinical animal model and 2) once optimized, evaluate gene transfer 

utilizing IV low-dose AAV coupled with FUS+MB. We chose to target the lumbar spinal 

cord as it houses the hindlimb locomotor central pattern generators (CPGs) 69,280-282 and 

following SCI neuromodulation of the lumbar enlargement improves locomotor function 

283, bladder function 284, and regulates blood pressure 285. Furthermore, since Kathe et al 

recently identified a subset of neurons in the lumbar enlargement that are likely 

responsible for the improved locomotor function seen with neuromodulation, we aimed 

to made gene transfer cell specific 286. 

Methods 

Bone attenuation testing 

Prior to in vivo experiments, the amount of attenuation from bone was evaluated. 

A 0.2-mm needle hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorset, UK) was attached to a 

micromanipulator and suspended in a water-filled tank, along with a clinical ultrasound 

transducer (P4-1, ATL, Seattle, WA). The transducer was used with an ultrasound imaging 
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system (Vantage 64 LE, Verasonics, Kirkland, WA) to transmit B-mode ultrasound pulses 

(2.5 MHz center frequency, 2 MPa peak rarefactional output pressure). For control 

measures, the transducer was positioned 3 cm away from the hydrophone and aimed at 

the tip of the hydrophone. The hydrophone was moved via the micromanipulator and 

measurements were taken at 0.05-inch intervals. Measurements were repeated 3 times 

at each location and averaged. For vertebral column measures, a rat vertebral column was 

suspended in the tank and the hydrophone guided into the vertebral foramen. The 

transducer was aimed at the vertebral bodies of interest and measurements were taken 

in the same manner as control measures. Following thoracolumbar testing, a laminectomy 

was performed to remove the posterior aspect of the vertebrae, and measurements were 

repeated. 

In vivo ultrasound and microbubble procedures 

All animal procedures were reviewed and approved by the University of Louisville 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and Institutional Biosafety Committee. A 

total of N=24 female Sprague Dawley rats (180–220 g: Inotiv Maryland Heights, MO) were 

used. Groups were as follows; N=15 for in vivo optimization of MB dose (3 per group), N=6 

for (3 per group) for 24 hour versus 7 days, and N=3 for viral delivery. Prior to procedures, 

animals were housed two per cage with ad libitum food and water light/dark cycle and 

were handled by researchers daily prior to any procedures or behavioral testing.  

Two weeks prior to ultrasound procedures, T12 laminectomies were performed to 

remove bone overlying lumbar spinal cord levels 2/3 (L2/3). Animals were anesthetized 

with 1–2.5% isoflurane in 98% oxygen at a rate of 1 L/min. Prior to surgical openings, 
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animals were given 5 mL of saline (s.c.), buprenorphine (10 mg/kg, s.c.), and meloxicam 

(1.5 mg/kg, s.c.). Following laminectomies, muscle was sutured together, and wounds 

closed with surgical staples. Post-surgery, animals were single housed for 7 days, 

administered saline 2x/day for 3-5 days, buprenorphine 3x/day for 3 days, and meloxicam 

1x/day for 3 days at previously mentioned dosages.  

Neutral lipid-coated microbubbles in sterile PBS, composed of 1.9 mg DSPC, 0.02 

mg DSPG, and 0.08 mg polyoxyethylene-40 stearate with a perfluorobutane gas core, were 

synthesized via amalgamation as previously described 287, diluted (volume/volume) in 

sterile phosphate buffered solution (PBS) and gently mixed. For ultrasound procedures, 

animals were anesthetized with 1–2.5% isoflurane in 98% oxygen at a rate of 1 L/min, 

given 5 mL of saline (s.c.), and given atropine (0.2mg/kg, i.m.). Animals’ backs were shaved, 

and ultrasound gel (Aquasonic 100, Bio-medical Instruments Inc., Clinton Township, MI) 

liberally applied to skin overlying the thoracolumbar spine. Prior to microbubble 

administration and ultrasound treatment, ultrasound imaging was used to confirm correct 

placement of the transducer over the T12 laminectomy.  For intravenous delivery of 

microbubbles, Evans Blue dye (E2129-10G, Sigma, St Louis, MO), and virus, a 5G winged 

catheter (SC 25BLK, Terumo, Somerset, NJ) was inserted into the tail vein. Successful tail 

vein insertion was confirmed by injecting 0.1-0.3 mL of saline prior to administration of 

microbubbles, Evans Blue dye, or virus.  

For microbubble delivery, 0.15 mL of microbubbles were injected (i.v.). 

Ultrasound transmission was started immediately following microbubble injection and 

transmission lasted for two minutes, the following parameters were used: 2.5 MHz 
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center frequency, 4 MPa peak rarefactional output pressure, 10 ms pulse duration, 1 Hz 

pulse repetition frequency. For microbubble dose optimization experiments, 0.4mL of 

sterile 3% Evans Blue was injected (i.v.) immediately following ultrasound transmission. 

For viral delivery, scAAV9-Syn1-NLS-EGFP(AAV) (produced by Vector Builder, Chicago, IL: 

titer = 1.9x1013 gc/mL) was diluted with sterile PBS and 3.5x109 gc/gram of body weight 

was injected I.V. at the end of ultrasound transmission. Following ultrasound procedures 

animals were monitored until awake and alert.  One animal did not recover from 

anesthesia following AAV delivery, leaving an N of 2 in the viral delivery group. Autopsy 

revealed no gross tissue pathology and irregular breathing was noted throughout the 

anesthesia period, even prior to FUS+MB delivery. 

Behavioral assessments 

Prior to laminectomies and ultrasound procedures, animals receiving AAV 

injections underwent baseline motor and sensory testing. Overground gait analyses and 

interlimb phase calculations were performed as previously described 94,95,288. Phase 

values from overground recordings were converted to a linear scale to eliminate any 

lead limb preferences and allow for linear plotting. Thermal nociceptive thresholds of 

the hind paws were tested using the Hargreaves test, where animals were placed a 

warmed glass surface (32C) and allowed to acclimate to the environment for 10-15 

minutes. Infrared light was shone onto the plantar surface of the foot and latency 

recorded. At least 2 minutes elapsed between trials. Mechanical sensory recognition of 

each hind paw was tested using Semmes-Weinstein filaments 289. Animals were placed in 

testing chambers to acclimate for 10-15 minutes prior to testing. The dorsum of the foot 
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was contacted with the starting filament (5.18 g) for up to 1 second and was considered 

a “hit” if the animal oriented toward the contacted paw, withdrew the paw reflexively, 

slowly withdrew the paw, or stepped away from the stimulus. If the stimulus was 

recognized, the next lowest force filament was used, and if the stimulus was not 

recognized, the next highest force filament was used. This was repeated for 11 trials, and 

at least 2 minutes elapsed between trials.  

Tissue processing and microscopy 

For tissue harvesting, animals were anesthetized using a cocktail of ketamine, 

xylazine, and acepromazine, (40, 2.5, and 1 mg/kg, i.p.), transcardially perfused with 4C 

PBS (pH 7.4) followed by 4C 4% paraformaldehyde, and spinal cords were harvested. 

Additionally, in animals that received AAV, livers, kidneys, and the soleus muscle were 

harvested. All tissues were post-fixed in 4C 4% paraformaldehyde for 1-2 hours and 

transferred to 30% sucrose for 3-4 days at 4C. The spinal lumbar enlargement, one 

kidney, and the median lobe of the liver were isolated, individually embedded in tissue 

freezing medium, cryosectioned at 30 µm, slide mounted in sets, and stored at −20C 

until histologically processed.  

To evaluate astrocyte reactivity (via glial fibrillary acidic protein, GFAP) red blood 

cell extravasation (via heme), green fluorescent protein (GFP) from AAV expression, 

and/or the presences of neurons (via NeuN), immunohistochemistry was used. Sections 

were heated at 37°C for 30 min, rehydrated in room temperature PBS for 10 min, 

incubated in a blocking solution made of nine parts milk solution (bovine serum albumin 

[BSA]), 0.75 g of powdered skim milk, and 14.25 ml 0.1% of PBS with Tween 20 (PBST) 
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and one part 10% normal donkey serum (NDS) and/or 10% normal goat serum (NGS) for 

60 minutes. Blocking was followed by a 10 min wash in PBS and an overnight incubation 

at 4°C with mouse anti-GFAP at 1:250 (MAB3402, Millipore, Burlington, MA), rabbit anti-

heme at 1:100 (LS-C409143, LSBio, Seattle, WA), chicken anti-GFP at 1:500 (GFP-1020, 

Aves, Davis, CA), and/or mouse anti-NeuN at 1:250 (MAB377, Millipore). Tissue was then 

washed 3 times alternating between PBS and PBST for 10 minutes each, followed by 

incubation with the appropriate secondary antibodies (donkey anti-rabbit Plus 488, 

Thermofisher, A32790, Waltham, MA; donkey anti-mouse 594, A21203, Invitrogen, 

Waltham, MA; donkey anti-mouse Plus 647, A32787 and goat anti-chicken 488, A32931, 

Invitrogen) at 1:200 at room temperature for 1 hour. For nuclear staining, sections were 

washed in PBS with Hoechst (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA, 1:1000) for 10 minutes 

followed by more alternating washes between PBS and PBST for 10 minutes each and 

coverslipped with Fluoromount-G (Southern Biotech, 0100-01, Birmingham, AL).  

Following the manufacture’s protocol, a hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining kit 

(ab245880, Abcam, Waltham, MA) was used to qualitatively assess morphology and 

structure of spinal cord tissue. Slides were coverslipped with Permount (SP15-100, Fisher 

Scientific, Houston, TX).  

Widefield fluorescent images of tissue sections were acquired using a Nikon 

(Melville, NY) Ti2E inverted microscope with SOLA SE LED white light engine, 

Hamamatsu Orca Fusion Gen III camera, and DAPI, GFP, TRITC and Cy3 filters. One slide 

from each set was imaged, and stitched images were acquired using a CFI60 Plan Apo λ 

10X NA lens, with the appropriate filter(s). Kidney, liver, and skeletal muscle tissue were 
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imaged with the same equipment using a CFI Plan Fluor 4X NA lens. Widefield images of 

H&E stained tissue were acquired with Nikon Eclipse Ti inverted microscope.  

Microscopy quantification 

For percent positive area, measures of Evans Blue and GFAP and heme 

immunofluorescence, all images were analyzed in NIS-Elements AR (Nikon, version 

5.30.05). First, thresholds were set for each marker, a rectangular region of interest (ROI) 

was selected at the target area (all ROIs were the same size for each image) and the % of 

positive area was calculated. For rostrocaudal distance measures of Evans Blue and AAV 

spread, thresholds were applied to determine positive areas and the greatest distance 

between positive points was measured.  

To determine what percent of AAV expressing cells were neurons, a custom 

analysis program was built in Nikon elements. The program first applied thresholds to 

each channel, filtered and separated positive objects for each channel, and quantified 

the number for viral positive cells and the number for viral positive neurons so that 

percent positive cells could be calculated.  

Statistical analyses 

To evaluate bone attenuation at different levels of the vertebral column, pressure 

measurements were averaged at each measurement interval location and sets of 

locations were grouped based on the corresponding vertebral level. Two-way ANOVAs 

were performed in SPSS (Version 22, IBM, New York, NY) for each condition and when 

appropriate pairwise comparisons were performed with Tukey’s HSD post hoc test. 
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For comparison of BSCB permeability (Evans Blue extravasation), the length of BSCB 

permeability, astrocyte reactivity, and hemoglobin extravasation, one-way ANOVAs 

followed by Tukey’s HSD post hoc where appropriate were performed in Prism 9 

(GraphPad Software, Version 9.5.1). Binomial Proportion Tests were used to evaluate 

differences in the proportion of abnormal phase values from overground kinematics and 

were defined as greater than 2 standard deviations from baseline measures. Hargreave’s 

and Semmes-Weinstein test outcomes were compared using Freidman test and Dunn’s 

multiple comparisons test post hoc when appropriate in Prism 9. P values for all analysis 

were considered statistically significant when p<0.05, and two-tailed p values are 

reported for post hoc t-tests. 

Results 

Laminectomy is required for FUS delivery to the lumbar spinal cord 

Bone can attenuate an ultrasound signal and impair successful delivery to target tissue 

290. To verify successful delivery of ultrasound pressures to the spinal cord via the 

vertebral foramen, pressures were measured at multiple levels of the spinal column. 

Control pressure measurements (with no spinal column) were similar to pressures within 

the cervical spinal column at all cervical levels (Figure 12A). This indicates that at the 

pressures tested, rat cervical vertebrae provide little to no attenuation of ultrasound 

signal, which is not surprising as cervical vertebrae are less dense and the vertebral 

lamina and spinus process are thin compared to thoracolumbar vertebrae 291.  Contrary 

to cervical vertebrae, pressures in spinal foramen at all thoracolumbar levels were 

significantly lower (Figure 12B) compared to control measures, demonstrating that 
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ultrasound signal is attenuated at these levels. In an effort to increase pressures 

delivered to the thoracolumbar spinal foramen, a laminectomy was performed at T13, 

which overlies spinal levels L1-3, depending on the age of the rat. Rostral to the 

laminectomy at T11 and T12 the pressures were lower compared to control levels but 

at/near the laminectomy site pressures were similar to control measures (Figure 12C). 

These results indicate that a laminectomy allows successful delivery of ultrasound 

pressures to rat thoracolumbar spinal foramen. 

Permeabilization of the BSCB requires optimized MB dosing 

The relationship between microbubble concentration/dose is nonlinear related 

to the effects of ultrasound on the tissue and can impact the mechanical index which 

may result excess cavitation and tissue damage 292-294. To achieve high levels of BSCB 

permeability and minimize potential side effects, various doses of MBs were evaluated. 

Following FUS+MB targeting of the lumbar spinal cord, Evans Blue was injected IV to 

evaluate BSCB permeability (Figure 13A). Percent positive area measures (Figure 13B) 

show that a 1% MB dose produced greater permeabilization than 0% and 0.1% MB doses 

and 2.5% and 5% MB doses resulted in similar levels of permeabilization, both of which 

were greater than all lower doses. Furthermore, the rostrocaudal spread of Evans Blue 

(Figure 12D) was greatest at 2.5% and 5% microbubble doses. The amount of Evans Blue 

spread due to BSCB permeabilization suggests that both 2.5% and 5% MB doses allow 

for targeting of 2-3 lumbar segments in rats 295. However, overt tissue disruption and 

histopathology are seen using with 5% MB dose (Figure 13C). 

As BSCB/BBB disruption can induce glial reactivity 296-298 and cause extravasation  
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Figure 12. Laminectomy is required for ultrasound delivery to thoracolumbar spinal 

foramen. A. Graph showing ultrasound pressure measurements in at various levels of 

the intact cervical spinal column (filled circles and red area under the curve), 

overlayed with control measures (open circles, blue area under the curve). (Two-way 

ANOVA; between groups p < .0001, within groups p = .07, interaction p = .07) 

(Pairwise comparisons between groups, p <.0001 for all comparisons) B. Graph 
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showing ultrasound pressure measurements at various levels of the intact 

thoracolumbar spinal column (filled circles, and red area under the curve), overlayed 

with control measures (open circles, blue area under the curve) (Two-way ANOVA; 

between groups p <.0001, within groups p <.0001, interaction p <.0001) (Pairwise 

comparisons between groups, p <.0001 for all comparisons)C. Graph showing 

ultrasound pressures measurements at various levels of the of the thoracolumbar 

spinal column following laminectomy (filled circles and red area under the curve), 

overlayed with control measures (open circles and blue area under the curve). All 

circles represent means of 3 measurements and, if present, error bars represent 

standard deviations of those measures. (Two-way ANOVA; between groups p = .01, 

within groups p =.001, interaction p = .001) (Pairwise comparisons between groups, 

T11, p = .006; T12, p < .0001, T13, p = .61; L1 p = .31).  **p<.01, ***p<.001 

****p<.0001, significance on graphs represents between group comparisons at each 

spinal level.  
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of red blood cells (RBCs) 275,299 into the parenchyma, we immunohistochemically 

evaluated astrocyte reactivity via GFAP expression (Figure 14A) and RBC presence via 

hemoglobin (Figure 14B). Percent positive areas for GFAP expression were low at 0%, 

0.1%, and 1% MB doses and increased at 2.5% and 5% MB doses. Similarly, hemoglobin 

extravasation was minimal at low MB doses and significantly increased at 2.5% and 5% 

MB doses.  While increased glial reactivity and hemoglobin presence were seen at 2.5% 

MB dose, this dose also allowed for successful permeabilization of 2-3 spinal segments 

and produced no visible histopathology. Therefore, the 2.5% MB dose was used for 

subsequent experiments.  

BSCB disruption, glial reactivity, and hemoglobin extravasation are transient with 2.5% 

MBs 

To confirm integrity of the BSCB at 7 days following FUS+MB, Evans Blue was 

delivered IV at 7 days. Percent positive area of Evans Blue was lower at 7 days post-

FUS+MB compared to 0 days post-FUS+MB (Figure 15A), indicating that by at least 7 

days after FUS+MB BSCB integrity is restored. Additionally, glial reactivity (Figure 15B) 

and the presence of hemoglobin (Figure 15C) were significantly lower by 7 days post-

FUS+MB. These findings suggest that glial reactivity and leakage of other potentially 

harmful molecules into the parenchyma following FUS+MB are resolved by 7 days post-

FUS+MB.  
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Figure 13. 2.5% microbubble dose allows for maximal rostrocaudal targeting of the 

spinal cord without disruptions in tissue morphology. A. Representative longitudinal 

sections of the lumbar enlargement showing Evans Blue extravasation (magenta) into 

the parenchyma at various microbubble doses. B. Representative H&E-stained 

longitudinal sections of the lumbar enlargement following 2.5% and 5% microbubble 
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doses. Sections shown are adjacent sections to those shown in 2A. C. Evans Blue 

Percent positive area comparisons between groups show that 1, 2, and 5% (One-way 

ANOVA, p<.0001) microbubble doses allow for Evans blue extravasation compared to 0 

and 0.1%, and 2.5 and 5% allows for maximal Evans Blue extravasation. (Tukey’s 

multiple comparisons test; 0% vs 1%, p= .004; 0% vs. 2.5% or 5%, p <.0001; 0.1% vs. 

1%, p=.004; 0.1% vs.2.5% or 5%, p <.0001; 1% vs 2.5% or 5%, p<.0001) D. Rostrocaudal 

length of Evans Blue extravasation is greater (One-way ANOVA, p<.0001) at 2.5 and 5% 

microbubble dose compared to 1%.(Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; 1% vs 2.5% or 

5%, p<.0001) C&D Large center lines show group means and error bars are standard 

deviations. **p<.01, **** p<.0001. 
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Figure 14. 2.5% and 5% microbubble doses cause astrocyte reactivity and hemoglobin 

extravasation into the lumbar spinal cord parenchyma. A. Representative longitudinal 

sections of the lumbar enlargement showing GFAP (red) at various microbubble doses. 
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B. Representative longitudinal sections of the lumbar enlargement showing the 

presence of hemoglobin (green) in the parenchyma at various microbubble doses. C. 

Percent GFAP positive area is greater One-way ANOVA, p<.0001) with 2.5 and 5% 

microbubble doses. (Tukey’s multiple comparisons test; 0% vs 2.5%, p= .004; 0% 

vs.5%, p <.0001; 0.1% vs. 2.5%, p=.005; 0.1% vs. 5%, p <.0001; 1% vs 2.5%, p=.001, 1% 

vs. 5%, p<.0001; 2.5% vs. 5%, p=.04) D. Percent positive area of hemoglobin is greater 

(One-way ANOVA, p<.0001) with 2.5 and 5% microbubble doses. (Tukey’s multiple 

comparisons test; 0% vs 2.5%, p<.0001; 0% vs.5%, p=.001; 0.1% vs. 2.5%, p<.0001; 

0.1% vs. 5%, p <.0001; 1% vs. 5%, p=.004) C&D Large center lines show group means 

and error bars are standard deviations.  **p<.01, ***p<.001, **** p<.0001. 
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Figure 15. 7 days following FUS + 2.5% MB potential side effects in the lumbar 

enlargement are resolved. A. Evans blue extravasation is not seen 7 days after 

pFUS+MB. (unpaired t test, p<.0001) B. Hemoglobin presences is lower 7 days after 

FUS + MB compared to 24 hours. (unpaired t test, p<.0001) C.  Astrocyte reactivity 

(GFAP presence) is decreased 7 days following FUS + MB compared to 24 hours. 

(unpaired t test, p<.0001) A-C. Large center lines show group means and error bars are 

standard deviations. **** p<.0001. 
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Low dose AAV and FUS +MB confers spatially regulated and cell-specific gene transfer in 

the lumbar spinal cord 

To evaluate gene transfer to the lumbar enlargement, immediately following FUS+MB, 

scAAV9-Syn1-NLS-EGFP was injected IV at 3.5x109 gc/gram of body weight. Gene transfer 

was successful in both animals (Figure 16A-D). In animal 1, 1406 vector expressing cells 

out of 1516 were neurons, and in animal two 3292 of 3491 vector expressing cells were 

colocalized with the neuronal marker (Figure 16E). This indicates that a high level of 

neuron-specific gene transfer was achieved. In both animals, the rostrocaudal spread of 

viral expressing cells was enough for expression of 1-2 levels in the rat lumbar spinal 

cord (Figure 16F) (distance in µm  SD; animal 1: 4053  321.2, animal 2: 5416  178.6). 

IV delivery of virus may inadvertently target peripheral tissues 180,300. However, no 

expression was seen in skeletal kidney, liver, or skeletal muscle tissue (Figure 16G). 

FUS + MB and low dose AAV causes minimal functional deficits 

While no histopathology was seen, potential deleterious effects at the target 

area are ameliorated by 1-week post-FUS+MB, and neuron-specific gene transfer was 

achieved, it is vital to evaluate potential functional deficits should clinical translation be 

the goal. In both animals that received FUS+MB and IV AAV, hindpaw thermal sensitivity 

was evaluated using the Hargreaves’ test (Figures 17A,B,E,F). The only difference in 

thermal sensitivity was an increase in response latency for animal 2’s right hindpaw 

where latency increased from 1 week to 4 weeks post-FUS (mean withdraw time in 

seconds  SD; baseline: 5.2  0.7 ,1 week: 6.0  1.5, 4 weeks: 8.9  4.8). Mechanical 
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hindpaw thresholds were also tested for each animal using Semmes-Weinstein filaments 

and no differences were seen (Figures 17C,D,G,H).  

Sensitive and in-depth analysis of locomotor function was performed using 

overground gait kinematics. Coupling patterns of each limb pair were determined by 

dividing the initial contact time of one limb by the stride time of the other limb. 

Resulting phase values of 0 or 1 indicate synchrony and values of 0.5 alternation of the 

limb pair. To eliminate discrepancies in of the lead limb selection and for ease of 

visualization, phase values were converted to a linear scale of 0.0 - 0.5 or 0.5 – 1.0. 

Mean phase values of the limb pairs were calculated at baseline and any 

value >2 standard deviations from these means were considered ‘irregular’, as indicated 

by the blue boxes (Figure 17I-P). Animal 1 had a small but statistically significant increase 

in the number of irregular steps for the hindlimbs at 1 and 4 weeks post-FUS+MB (Figure 

17I) (irregular/total phases; baseline: 1/36, 1 week:  8 / 34, 4 weeks: 6 /37), and an 

increase in irregular steps of the contralateral limb pairs at 4 weeks post-FUS+MB (Figure 

17K) (irregular/total phases; baseline: 2/65 ,1 week:  4/61, 4 weeks: 11/58). Animal 2 

showed a decrease in the number of irregular hindlimb steps at week 4 (Figure 17M) 

(irregular/total phases; baseline: 2/31, 1 week:  4/32, 4 weeks: 0/34), but an increase for 

the contralateral (Figure 17O) (irregular/total phases; baseline: 3/52, 1 week: 1/55, 4 

weeks: 11 /53), and ipsilateral limb pairs (Figure 17P) (irregular/total phases; baseline: 

2/54, 1 week: 4/56, 4 weeks: 15/58). For the ‘irregular’ phase values seen, interlimb 

coordination is not shifted enough to represent a transition from limb synchrony to 

alteration or vice versa, and no gross deficits were apparent during overground 
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locomotion testing. Both sensory and locomotor testing show that pFUS+MB with low 

dose IV AAV delivery produce minimal functional deficits.  

Discussion 

Focal targeting and routes of administration 

Targeting the spinal cord for therapeutic delivery is made difficult by the BSCB 

which prevents >99% of large and small molecule drugs from entering the parenchyma 

following systemic administration 301. The BSCB can be bypassed via other routes of 

administration such as intrathecal, intracerebroventricular, or via direct 

intraparenchymal injection. Direct injection allows for focal targeting but carries the 

inherent risk of complications 302. FUS+MB provides a means to disrupt the BSCB 

noninvasively, transiently, and focally which allows the passage of large molecules and 

therapeutics into the parenchyma 303,304. Here, we optimized FUS+MB parameters 

systemic delivery of a scAAV9 with a neuron-specific promoter for focal gene transfer in 

the lumbar spinal cord. While permeabilization of BSCB/BBB from FUS+MB is transient 

and function returns to normal within hours 305, FUS+MB may have undesired effects on 

the neurovascular units or allow potentially harmful molecules or cells into the 

parenchyma 306,307. FUS+MB targeting the hippocampus and cerebral cortex in rats show 

that astrocyte reactivity begins as early as 3 hours after and may persists for up to 7 

weeks 298,308,309. In the spinal cord, we report that astrocyte reactivity, or lack thereof, 

returns to baseline levels at least by 7 days. Furthermore, BSCB permeability can allow 

the passage of RBCs into the parenchyma 275,299. The presence of RBCs brings about the 

potential for ferroptosis, a non-necrotic form a cell death 310.  
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Figure 16.  Intravenous AAV delivery following FUS+MB successfully targets neurons in 

the lumbar spinal cord with >90% accuracy. A-D. Longitudinal section of lumbar 

enlargement 4 weeks after FUS + MB and intravenous AAV delivery. Viral expression 

(green) is seen the target site (A), and immunohistochemistry for neurons (magenta) 

(B) and nuclear staining (blue) (C) are shown. D. Merged channels show colocalization 

of viral expression and neuronal marker (white). E. Donut graphs for each animal show 

the portion of viral expressing cells that are neurons is greater than 90%. F. Bar graph 

showing he rostrocaudal spread of virally expressing cells in the spinal cord. Error bars 

represent standard deviations. G. Microscopy showing that there is no off target viral 

expression in peripheral tissues following intravenous AAV delivery. Blue is nuclear 

staining with Hoechst and images are over exposed to show tissue structure.  
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Figure 17. Functional deficits following FUS+MB and intravenous AAV are minimal 

A&B. No differences in left or right hindpaw thermal sensitivity were seen for animal 

1. (Friedman test, left p = 0.18, right p = .52) C&D. No differences in left or right 

mechanical stimulation detection were seen for either hindpaw of animal 1 (Friedman 

test, left p = 0.11, right p = .66) E. An increase in response latency in the left hindpaw 

thermal sensitivity in animal 2 at 4 weeks post-FUS+MB and IV AAV delivery compared 

to 1 week (Friedman test, p = .02; Dunn’s multiple comparisons tests; baseline vs. 1 

week, p >.99; baseline vs. 4 weeks, p = .08; 1 week vs. 4 weeks, p = .03) F. No 

differences were detected in right hindpaw thermal sensitive in animal 2 (Friedman 

test, p = 0.18) G&H. FUS+ MB and IV AAV delivery caused no differences in left or right 

hindpaw mechanical sensitivity in animal 2. I-L. Interlimb coordination in animal 1 

showed an increase in the abnormal number of phase values of the hindlimbs (I) 

(binomial proportions test, baseline vs. 1 week, p < .01; baseline vs. 4 weeks p < .05) 

and of the contralateral limb pairs (K) (binomial proportions test, baseline vs. 4 weeks, 

p < .005; 1 week vs. 4 weeks p <.05). M-P. Interlimb coordination in animal 2 showed 

differences in the number of abnormal phase values for the hindlimbs (M) (binomial 

proportions test, 1 week vs. 4 weeks p < .05), the contralateral limb pairs (O) (binomial 

proportions test, baseline vs. 4 weeks, p < .05 ; 1 week vs. 4 weeks p <.005), and the 

ipsilateral limb pairs (P) (binomial proportions test, baseline vs. 4 weeks, p <.001; 1 

week vs. 4 weeks p = .005). A-H. Large center lines show group means and error bars 

are standard deviations. I-P. blue background indicate phase values that are >2SDs 

from baseline measures. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001 
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Here, we found an increase in RBCs in the lumbar spinal cord following FUS+MB, but 

these cells were cleared from the parenchyma at least by 7 days post-FUS+MB. As 

ferroptotic cell death is not fully understood 311,312, future studies should examine 

whether the amount and duration of RBCs/hemoglobin present in the parenchyma 

following FUS+MB induces ferroptosis and which cells might be impacted  

AAV delivery 

Here FUS+MB allowed for successful focal gene transfer to the lumbar spinal 

cord using low dose intravenous AAV. Gene transfer in the CNS allows for long term 

transgene expression which subverts the need for repeated dosing of drug dosing 

and/or implantation of intracerebroventricular or intrathecal pumps (cite). The AAV 

serotype used here, AAV9, successfully targets the CNS in multiple species following IV 

administration 313-316, is currently approved for clinical use 262, but the relatively high 

doses (1.1 x 1014 vg/kg) needed for successful gene transfer and therapeutic effects can 

cause ataxia, DRG pathology, and death 266,267. Here the AAV0 dose used is 2-fold lower, 

likely providing a safe and effect means of targeting the lumbar enlargement without 

risk of pathology.  Other capsids have been developed allowing for CNS gene transfer at 

lower doses, however gene transfer does not appear to be ubiquitous among species or 

even strains of the same species 317,318. Thus, we have shown that using a well 

characterized AAV serotype at low doses can be used to successful focal targeting of the 

lumbar enlargement. 

Moreover, expression was restricted to neurons with >90% of virally expressing 

cells colocalizing with a neuronal marker. Previous studies show that in neonates IV 
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AAV9 confers highly specific neuronal transgene expression, but neuronal expression 

decreases in adult where AAV9 primarily infects glia 319,320. Without BBB/BSCB 

disruption AAV9 is able to cross into the parenchyma and infect CNS cells via receptor-

mediated transcytosis by endothelial cells 321, which might be the reason for decreased 

neuronal transgene expression in adults. It is plausible that during transcytosis virions 

undergo modification leading to an increase in non-neuronal tropism, or it may be 

proximity related as glial are part of the neurovascular unit and therefore adjacent to 

endothelial cells. Regardless of the rationale for the increase in non-neuronal tropism in 

adulthood, here we were able to successfully limit transgene expression to neurons in 

the target area of the adult CNS.  

Conclusions 

Optimization of microbubble dose allowed for successful permeabilization of the 

blood spinal cord barrier in the lumbar enlargement and adverse cellular responses at 

the target cite were ameliorated by 7 days post-FUS+MB. This allowed for focal and 

neuronal specific gene transfer to the lumbar spinal cord using low dose intravenous 

AAV9 (3.5x1012 vg/kg), which resulted in minimal functional deficits at acute and chronic 

timepoints. More work is needed to determine if gene transfer will be similar in the 

pathologic spinal cord, but these results show feasibility for the use of FUS+MB and low-

dose intravenous AAV to deliver focal and cell specific gene therapies to the spinal cord. 
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CHAPTER V 
 

DISCUSSION 
 

We know what we don’t know, yet it goes unstudied: Cruxes of spinal cord injury 

research 

Albert Einstein is credited with saying, “If I were given an hour in which to do a 

problem upon which my life depended, I would spend 40 minutes studying it, 15 

minutes reviewing it and 5 minutes solving it.” Unfortunately, is seems that the field of 

SCI research has taken the opposite approach, with the majority of efforts put forth 

being attempts to “cure” or “treat” the pathologic spinal cord, and a minority of efforts 

put towards understanding the spinal cord in a non-pathologic or pathologic state. This 

is evident as querying NIH reporter for funded projects in 2023 related to spinal cord and 

locomotion returns 58 results, 32 of which are related to studying the pathologic spinal 

cord and treatments. While some spinal cord circuitry is well elucidated, and we have 

principles by which we understand some spinal circuity and its function(s), our 

understanding of spinal cord connectomics is lacking 381. Compared to the fidelity 

withwhich the brain connectome has been mapped, our knowledge of the spinal cord 

connectome is meagre. This discrepancy is surprising, but also somewhat expected. 

Surprising because the brain contains 400 times more neurons than the spinal cord, 

making it much easier to map the spinal cord. Yet, this is also expected as the spinal cord 

is often thought of as simply a conduit to relay top-down commands and unfortunately 
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this thought is prorogated in in medical textbooks and coursework 2,3. However, the 

spinal cord is capable of complex processing of varied inputs, memory formation, and 

contains the required circuity to produce locomotion 8,382,383. 

  A common approach to understanding the structure and function of systems 

(whether they be mechanical, technological, or biological) is reverse engineering. This 

involves parsing out individual components/structures of a system so that something 

similar can be produced 384. In an effort to reverse engineer the spinal cord and add to the 

spinal connectome, techniques were developed and optimized for mesoscale 

connectomics analyses of anatomically defined subsets of propriospinal neurons, the long 

ascending propriospinal neurons (LAPNs). The use of highly specific dual-viral tracing and 

large volume imaging allowed for precise and detailed characterization of LAPNs. Prior to 

this, our knowledge of LAPN anatomy was relegated to spinal laminar location and cell 

counts showing that approximately half of LAPNs project ipsilaterally and the other half 

contralaterally 91. Poctrasky et al showed that LAPNs are involved in coupling primarily of 

the contralateral and hindlimb pairs, and LAPNs’ influence on locomotion is only seen 

during non-exploratory overground locomotion on a high friction surface 94. These findings 

coincide with the anatomical characterization of LAPNs here as dorsoventral neurite 

orientations were seen in two of three LAPN subsets suggesting that LAPNs receive 

incoming sensory input that is required for LAPNs to have influence/oversight on the 

locomotor circuitry. Furthermore, the fact that LAPN axons/collaterals densities were 

greatest in lamina IX in the cervical spinal cord suggests that LAPNs do no do not form a of 

“closed loop” circuit with the reciprocal long descending propriospinal neuron pathway 
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(LDPNs), as suggested by Shepard et al. but are more likely pre-motoneurons that have 

direct influence on output to forelimb muscles 95.  

More specifically, based on how we have anatomically defined LAPNs, one would 

suggest that their primary role would be interlimb coordination of the hindlimb-forelimb 

pairs. However, LAPNs’ most prominent role in locomotor function seems to be related to 

hindlimb-hindlimb coordination, as evident by the large disruptions in hindlimb-hindlimb 

coordination when LAPNs are silenced 94,95. While not discussed in previous chapters, large 

volume confocal images showed extensive branching of neurites (some presumably axons) 

at the level of cell bodies and more caudally, descending axons were found in the ventral 

gray matter, providing an anatomical substrate for the role LAPNs play in hindlimb 

coordination. Overall, the anatomy and previously characterized function LAPN suggest 

that LAPNs are not “master coordinators” of the hindlimbs and forelimbs but rather their 

effects on hindlimb-forelimb coordination are an underlying consequence of their role in 

hindlimb-hindlimb (or potentially forelimb-forelimb) coordination. Thus, it seems that the 

pathways and circuitry that secure interlimb coordination of the hindlimb-forelimb pairs 

remains at least partially unknown. 

The three subsets of LAPNs found here differed in size, neurite orientation, and 

complexity, which undoubtedly impacts their electrochemical properties and as 

hypothesized in Chapter 3 these subsets may be active at different locomotor speeds or 

be involved in different aspects of locomotor function. Literature defining spinal 

interneurons based on embryonic lineage, shows that V2a neurons have differential 

effects on motor outputs related to location in the spinal cord 385. Ablation of V2a neurons 
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throughout the spinal cord disrupts hindlimb-hindlimb coordination 386, but targeted 

ablation in the cervical spinal cord has no impact on forelimb-forelimb coordination but 

impacts reaching and grasping 387. These data indicate that despite being transcriptionally 

and structurally the same, subsets of spinal interneurons can have differing functional 

roles, which suggests that LAPN subsets may play differential roles related to behaviors 

that we have yet to elucidate.  

Future studies are needed to determine if ipsilateral or contralateral LAPNs differ 

in structure or function and to evaluate if subsets of LAPNs are active/recruited at 

different locomotor speeds. To evaluate the latter, dual-viral tracing of LAPNs can be used 

and animals split into two groups. Groups would be allowed to express their full range of 

overground gaits, but speed (and therefore locomotor pattern) could be modulated by the 

length of runway/tank animals are allowed placed in. A with a short runway (1.5 meters) 

typically allows for only lower locomotor speeds to be expressed, while a longer runway 

(>3 meters) allows for maximal speeds to be reached and a full range of gait patterns to be 

expressed 388-390. Immediately following locomotion on either of the runways, tissue would 

be harvested, subsequently sectioned, and immuno-stained for a marker of neuronal 

activity (cFOS). If differences in cFOS labeling is seen between LAPN subsets it is likely that 

they are recruited at different locomotor speeds and their context specificity is even more 

complex than what was shown by Pocratsky et al and Shepard et al 94,95. 

Unfortunately, other major gaps in knowledge remain related to the synaptic 

inputs and outputs of LAPNs both pre- and post-SCI. Based on known soma locations, 

laminar targets of descending motor centers and electrophysiology studies, we can 
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speculate on LAPN inputs. In cats, stimulation of the mesencephalic locomotor region 

(MLR) produces monosynaptic field potentials from L4 to S1 in lamina 3-10, lamina 

where LAPN somata in cats likely reside 391. It is likely these monosynaptic field 

potentials (MFPs) result from MLR→ reticular formation → lumbar enlargement, which 

may include LAPNs as targets. In ex vivo preparations, afferent input from muscle and 

joint receptors causes locomotor-like behavior, indicating that proprioceptive afferents 

can provide inputs to spinal locomotor circuits in the lumbar cord 392, and preliminary 

data for my NRSA fellowship (NIH/NINDS 5F31NS116935) showed that LAPNs receive 

putative Vglut1 synapses, which in the lumbar spinal cord are likely to be from sensory 

afferents 393. The phenotype seen by Pocratsky et al. only occurred on high friction 

surfaces which likely provides more sensory input from the skin and muscles of the 

hindlimbs and only seen on high friction surfaces, and dorsoventral neurite orientation 

seen here all suggest that LAPNs likely receive inputs from sensory afferents 94. 

In an effort to determine LAPN inputs, three years of testing and troubleshooting 

were undergone to unbiasedly label LAPN monosynaptic inputs throughout the neuroaxis 

in rats. To do so, first cre-recombinase dependent expression in an anatomically defined 

subset of neurons of two vectors is needed: 1) a TVA receptor and 2) the G protein from 

the rabies virus genome. Second, modified rabies virus is needed which has restricted 

transsynaptic spread (G-gene deletion) and restricted tropism via pseudotyping (envelope 

A pseudotyping). These modifications then allow for the modified rabies to initially infect 

the target cell population and jump retrogradely 1 synapse labeling monosynaptic inputs 

of the starter cells (LAPNs). Conceptually this is possible, but technically, these 
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experiments are challenging as they involve expression of 4 different viral vectors at the 

appropriate ratios and injections occur at multiple timepoints to target same subset of 

neurons 394. We built cell lines to test each of the viral vectors and all conferred 

appropriate gene transfer in vitro. We also achieved successful expression of the first 3 

vectors together in vivo but the fourth vector (modified rabies) has remained elusive. This 

is either due scar tissue at injection site making stereotaxic injections to target the location 

difficult and/or degradation of rabies virions prior to expression in the starter cell 

population. This is plausible as one of the viral vectors delivered during the initial set of 

injections (HiRet-Lenti) has been modified to contain portions of the rabies viral envelope, 

and given the CNS is capable of some level of immune memory, the subsequent injection 

of rabies virions could be recognized and targeted for degradation before gene transfer 

can be achieved 395. However, there is a potential way to (biasedly) evaluate inputs of 

LAPNs. This would involve target-defined labeling of LAPNs, anterograde tracing of 

potential input pathways such as the reticular formation or afferent sensory nerves, 

followed by immunohistochemistry for pre- and post-synaptic markers, and high 

magnification confocal imaging for putative synapses onto LAPNs. These experiments 

were however beyond the scope of my defined research projects. 

Injury-induced neuroplasticity. What matters? What doesn’t? 

In multiple species, injury-induced plasticity is seen throughout the nervous 

system. Sensory afferents sprout caudal to the injury 348,349, the cortex reorganizes 396, 

propriospinal neurons sprout 103, reticulospinal neurons sprout to contact cervical 

propriospinal neurons 102, motoneuron dendrite orientations shift and thalamic relay 
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circuits are altered 397,398. Some of this injury-induced plasticity is adaptive and assists in 

recovery of function, while some leads to aberrant circuity that has deleterious 

functional effects.  Given that we know little about the spinal connectome pre- and post-

SCI, it is difficult to parse out which circuity plasticity is adaptive and maladaptive. This is 

made increasingly difficult as circuitry that governs function pre-injury may not be the 

same circuitry that is responsible for some level of recovery post-SCI. This is evident 

from a non-human primate study that showed post-SCI cervical propriospinal neurons 

are capable of restoring hand dexterity that is governed by cortical projections pre-injury 

399. Additionally, following staggered hemisection injuries, propriospinal neurons relay 

commands caudally and improve hindlimb function, circuitry which plays little role in 

locomotion pre-SCI 103. This propriospinal plasticity has been credited with improved 

function, however the staggered hemisection model does not recapitulate human SCI.  

In the more clinically relevant contusion model used by Shepard et al. 83,95, silencing 

LAPNs or LDPNs improved locomotor functions after SCI. Thus, while the field has 

pushed the narrative that propriospinal relays contribute to improved function, this is 

not true for all injuries. Additionally, as LAPNs are located caudal to the lesion, they are 

subject to different inputs that may influence their plasticity and the circuits they form 

post-SCI. Due to this location, LAPNs are less impacted by top-down locomotor 

influences which may be partially required to “guide” adaptive propriospinal plasticity 

post-SCI. Perhaps the redundancy in top-down circuits is sufficient to correctly “guide” 

propriospinal plasticity rostral to the injury, while plasticity below the injury has 

insufficient guidance, resulting in maladaptive plasticity.  
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Interestingly, spontaneous recovery post-SCI is partially reliant on proprioceptive 

afferents that help to “guide” circuit reorganization caudal to the lesion 382,400. 

Specifically, proprioceptive afferents sprout below the injury and increasingly contact 

spinal pre-motoneurons and interneurons. This increase in contacts is selective for 

propriospinal and interneuron populations that received little to no proprioceptive input 

prior to injury, which likely includes the subsets of LAPNs that have a more dorsoventral 

orientation post-SCI. This brings about a dichotomy as proprioceptive afferents are 

needed for spontaneous recovery of function (likely involving new contacts with LAPNs) 

but removing LAPNs from the circuitry improves function. If LAPNs are targets of these 

sprouting afferents, perhaps these sprouts are needed to achieve some level of 

homeostatic plasticity that accounts for the level of recovered function seen, but the 

resultant circuitry could further benefit refinement. Activity-based rehabilitation has 

been shown to increase adaptive plasticity post-SCI 401. This at least partially results from 

precise and functionally relevant somatosensory input from muscle, skin, and fascia, 

which is known to play a key role in retraining locomotor systems 103,400,402,403. 

Determining the modality of sensory input(s) and what peripheral tissue(s) exert the 

greatest influence on activity-based rehab plasticity caudal to the lesion would aid in 

refining activity-based rehab and likely result in further refinement of the locomotor 

circuitry. 

Lastly, circuit/pathway modification throughout the CNS has only led to marginal 

improvements in locomotor function in rodent studies (see table 1 below for examples), 

making it difficult to determine for which pathway plasticity matters most in recovered  
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TABLE 1 – Functional improvements from circuit 
modifications 

 

Circuit/pathway modification Functional change 

Long ascending propriospinal silencing (rats) BBB increase 11 → 13 

Long descending propriospinal silencing (rats) BBB increase 11 → 13 

Epidural spinal cord stimulation (rats) BBB increase 9 → 13 

KCC2 upregulation (mice) BMS increase 1 → 3 

Increased corticospinal sprouting via growth factor delivery 

(rats) 

BBB increase 16 → 18 

Mesencephalic locomotor region stimulation (rats) BBB increase 6 → 9 

Functional electrical stimulation (rats) BBB increase 3 → 9 

 95 83 404 186 405 406 407 
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function post-SCI.  Because of this, the next section will explore if specific pathways or 

neuronal subpopulations need to be targeted to improve function post-SCI. 

Locomotor function post-SCI; The circuitry doesn’t need to be perfect, just good enough 

Does post-SCI circuitry need to resemble pre-SCI circuitry to improve function? 

This is something that I have pondered throughout my graduate work and asked guest 

speakers Dr Shawn Hochman (Emory University), Dr Mark Tuszynski (University of 

California San Diego), and Dr Dale Sengelaub (Indiana University). Current consensus is 

that the circuitry doesn’t need recapitulate pre-SCI circuitry, it just needs to allow for 

functionally relevant output. Insights into this can be gleaned from the success of 

neuromodulation via epidural spinal cord stimulation, deep brain stimulation, and/or 

peripheral nerve stimulation to treat various CNS pathologies. As noted in the previous 

section, injury-induced pathology occurs throughout the CNS, some of which is aberrant. 

However, epidural stimulation of the lumbar enlargement is able to modulate the 

circuitry leading to improved locomotor function. Kathe et al recently provided some 

mechanistic insight and showed that epidural stimulation (which is believed to activate 

large diameter sensory afferents) decreases overall activity in the lumbar cord, allowing 

relevant signal/circuitry (sensory input and descending input/intention) to have a 

greater influence on spinal locomotor circuits resulting in improved function in humans 

and rodents 286. Broadly, this can be thought of as a signal-to-noise problem, where 

aberrant circuitry and detrimental changes in neurotransmitter function produce excess 

“noise” making it difficult for the locomotor system to produce relevant “signal” for 
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desired behavior output. As the findings of Kathe et al indicate, epidural stimulation 

seems to turn the down “noise” allowing the ratio of “signal” to be greater 286 

Our understanding of the mechanism(s) that allow epidural stimulation to 

improve function are in their infancy.  However, the mechanism(s) by which deep brain 

stimulation (DBS) corrects bradykinesia, rigidity, and resting tremor in Parkinson’s 

Disease (PD) are better understood. In PD patients, maladaptive circuits form as a result 

of a loss of dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta, which is 

followed by a cascade of changes in basal ganglia circuits 408. High-frequency DBS of the 

subthalamic nucleus (STN) causes orthodromic and antidromic action potentials, which 

can partially cancel out the firing pattern of STN neurons. Constant antidromic potentials 

override the refractory period disrupting the previously seen firing pattern of neurons in 

STN leading to inhibition of action potentials and reducing firing rates long term. 

Ultimately, this results in an uncoupling of STN neurons and axons and produces a 

functional deafferentation from upstream and downstream structures 409,410. This firing 

pattern does not resemble non-pathologic firing of these circuits, but it does interfere 

with and replace the output of aberrant circuits 411. The clinical outcomes of DBS are 

surprisingly similar to the effects with destructive lesions of thalamic and subthalamic 

nuclei that physically disrupt the circuitry 412-414. Additionally, similar mechanisms 

underly peripheral nerve stimulation for pain modulation which through activation of 

larger diameter afferents (Aα/β) interferes with the interaction of nociceptive fibers and 

their spinal cord targets 415-417.  This leads to activation of polysynaptic spinal circuits 
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resulting in reduced firing of superficial and deep dorsal horn neurons which disrupts 

the transmission of nociceptive signals in the spinal cord. 

The commonality among all of these successful neuromodulatory approaches is a 

disruption of aberrant circuits, tilting the “signal-to-noise” ratio in favor of meaningful 

output. Surprisingly, just this disruption allows the remaining circuitry to achieve output 

that is behaviorally relevant and improves patient function. This idea provides a 

promising approach for therapeutic development which is discussed in the next section.  

A potential path forward for treating spinal cord injury. Is there a silver bullet? 

As outlined at the end of Chapter 1, the development of small and large molecule 

drugs for SCI has yet to yield results in the clinic, as there is currently only one drug 

currently approved for use in SCI patients, pregabalin. Therefore, it seems critical to 

develop new strategies to target and treat SCI. Gene therapies provide relatively 

unexplored option and advances delivery methods, targeting, and gene expression can be 

modified at various steps points of transcription and translation.  

Here, focused ultrasound and intravenous microbubbles were used in an effort to 

achieve focal and cell-specific gene transfer in the lumbar spinal cord. This was 

successful, as targeting was >90% specific to neurons in the lumbar enlargement, but 

there are many hurdles to overcome if clinical translation is the goal. The largest of these 

hurdles are listed below: 

1. Post-SCI, standard of care involves surgical decompression via laminectomy 112,113 

which would allow FUS+MB targeting of the injury epicenter without bone 

attenuation. However, areas away from the epicenter provide promising targets 
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as neuromodulation of the lumbar spinal cord chronically improves various 

functions post-SCI 283-286. An additional laminectomy to target the lumbar 

enlargement would involve a major surgery and destabilize the spinal column 

418,419. O’Reilly et al have developed a potential solution, involving focused 

multiarray delivery of ultrasound to the spinal cord and/or paravertebral delivery 

420,421. This approach has shown feasibility in ex vivo testing with human 

vertebrae and success in a large animal model and will be imperative to 

translation 422.  

2. Targeting of the lumbar enlargement here was fairly crude as magnetic 

resonance guided imaging (MRI-guided) was not used. Clinically, MRI-guided 

targeting and real-time monitoring of BSCB permeability will be needed for 

precise targeting and real time monitoring for safe and effective BSCB 

permeabilization 423,424.  

3. While targeting here was not as precise MRI-guided FUS, gene transfer spanned 

roughly 5 mm rostrocaudally.  Rostral lumbar segments in humans span 11-

13mm, indicating that for successful targeting of humans spinal segments, 

ultrasound delivery would likely involve multiple focal targets bilaterally 425. 

4. Post-SCI changes in receptor expression are seen throughout the CNS 426,427. 

Furthermore, in pathologic states intracellular trafficking of AAV virions may be 

impacted as endosome trafficking and nuclear pore complexes are impaired 428-

430. Because of this, AAV9 tropism and transgene expression may differ post-SCI. 
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Future studies will need to determine whether AAV9 (or other serotypes) will 

provide successful gene transfer using FUS+MB in the injury spinal cord. 

5. Thousands of genes are differentially expressed post-SCI. Determining which 

gene(s) and cellular processes should be targeted will likely prove difficult. 

Potential targets include regenerative pathways, circuit modifying pathways, or 

degradation of the glial scar to promote regeneration and/or circuit plasticity 

186,431-433. The targets will have to be carefully chosen as unregulated axon 

sprouting and/or formation of aberrant circuits may cause further functional 

deficits 325,434,435.   

Given the overwhelming number of genes that are differentially expressed post-SCI, 

the numerous cell types that are impacted, and the heterogeneity of injuries, 

determining a single gene that may act as a “silver bullet” is likely impossible. However, 

insights and ideas from the previous section and prior therapeutic development at least 

provide candidate genes and/or cellular modifications using gene therapy approaches 

that may hold some promise. The previous section discussed the effects of 

neuromodulation and showed that the common theme among successful 

neuromodulation is the perturbing of pathological circuits which favorably alters the 

“signal-to-noise” ratio. One potential for doing this is to upregulate the chloride 

potassium symporter, KCC2, which is down regulated post-SCI, allowing GABA to act as 

an excitatory neurotransmitter. Chen et al has done this by delivering an AAV.PHP.B-KCC2 

intravenously acutely post-SCI and found improved locomotor function. However, the 

doses used (approximately 5.2x1014 vg/kg) were higher than doses that cause liver 
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toxicity, DRG pathology, and death in larger animal models and clinical trials 186,265,436 . A 

potential solution to this packaging limit problem is to develop a shortened functional 

isoform of KCC2 that can be successfully packaged into AAVs for lower doses to be used for 

IV injection and paired with FUS+MB targeting the lumbar spinal cord. Alternatively, direct 

circuit modification might be achieved through chemogenetic manipulation. It is 

conceivable that designer receptors exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs) 

could be used to activate or inhibit neurons at a target site. Using FUS+MB and 

intravenous AAV to express an inhibitory or excitatory DREADD receptor would allow for 

systemic delivery of DREADD actuators (drugs) to modulate firing rates of infected cells. 

Furthermore, actuator doses could be adjusted for an optimal inhibition or activation the 

designer receptors.  This approach would benefit from the development of neuron 

subtype-specific capsids and/or promoters that would allow for precise targeting of 

neuron subtypes and allow for activity and/or inhibition of these subtypes. The most 

attractive subtype for this type of manipulation is a subset of V2a neurons that Kathe et al 

showed are likely the neurons in the lumbar spinal cord that “restore walking” post-SCI 286. 

Lastly, of therapeutics that have advanced clinical trials, Cethrin, a Rho inhibitor that 

allowed for increased axon growth/regeneration, has seemed most promising. I will not 

suggest Rho as a target here but will suggest BDNF as it has similar effects and is known to 

promote axonal sprouting 437, stimulate dendrite growth and remodeling 438, and promote 

synaptic plasticity via long term potentiation 439. BDNF overexpression is also an attractive 

target would exert it effects on cells that gene transfer was not successful in as it is 

released from somata, dendrites, and axons 440. This makes BDNF expression increasingly 
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attractive as pathways such as LAPNs that have long range projections and collaterals 

throughout the spinal cord and brainstem could have widespread effects on the locomotor 

circuitry. BDNF overexpression may contribute to aberrant circuit formation 441. However, 

this may be overcome using an elegant system called ‘Xon’ that was developed by Monteys 

et al 442. The Xon platform allows for a precise temporal control of transgene expression, in 

this case BDNF, through the use of a small molecule (LMI070) that is orally administered. 

The robustness of expression can be modulated by the dose of LMI070 that is given, which 

may prevent the potential deleterious effects of continuous BDNF expression. Using this 

approach in combination with specific activity-based training (i.e., locomotor or 

respiratory training) would allow for an increase in circuit plasticity via BDNF 

overexpression in a temporally controlled manner in tandem with providing functionally 

relevant sensory and motor inputs from activity-based training that would then refine that 

circuitry. 

To conclude, future studies will need to further elucidate the spinal connectome both 

before and after SCI and make concerted efforts to decipher the pathways involved in 

adaptive and maladaptive plasticity following SCI. Doing so will likely provide for pathway- 

and/or connectome-specific therapeutics to be developed. Gene therapy based 

approached will need to be tightly regulated to prevent potential negative effects and 

avoid contributing to maladaptive plasticity. Additionally, therapeutics that promote 

plasticity will need to be combined with task-specific therapies to provide the system with 

functionally relevant motor and sensory inputs to guide adaptive plasticity and improve 

patient outcomes.  
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Epilogue: contributions to the field and personal development 

As chapter 1 began with quote from Santiago Ramon y Cajal, it seems fitting to 

end with one as well. Chapter 8 of Cajal’s book Advice for a Young Investigator finishes 

with, “Because the judgement of scientific authorities abroad is critical in determining 

the future of the young investigator, he will reflect thoughtfully before submitting his 

work to them. He will assure himself of the truth and originality of the data by way of 

painstaking bibliographic research, and better yet, through consultation with some 

famous specialist. And he must not forget that the right to make mistakes is tolerated 

only in the famous.” The original work done here has further elucidated the spinal cord 

connectome by detailed characterization of LAPNs and showing that even following a 

mild SCI, neurons caudal to the epicenter are subject to intense injury induced plasticity. 

Prior to this, nothing was known about the injury response of propriospinal neurons 

caudal to the injury, which is surprising as epidural stimulation directly targets this area 

for neuromodulation. Furthermore, gene therapy for treating SCI has been increasingly 

coming up in prospective(s) papers and at seminars but delivery of gene therapies for 

SCI, until this work has not been explored. The proof-of-concept experiments in Chapter 

4 provide a promising means for non-invasive and focal targeting of the spinal cord 

which overcomes major hurdles if clinical translation is the ultimate goal.  

Lastly, as any scientist knows, there are multiple failed experiments for every 

successful one. Both the successful experiments presented here, and the failed 

experiments that have not been presented have provided invaluable insight into 

troubleshooting, experimental design, and perseverance throughout the scientific 
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processes. Most notably, the time spent understanding viral vector design, production, 

and delivery will undoubtably pay dividends as my next scientific endeavors will be 

focused on gene therapies for CNS diseases.  
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